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In 2011, the Youth Solidarity Network celebrates its tenth anniversary. Ten years on the 
way with a group of educators (teachers in the broadest and most beautiful sense of the 
word) who, with commitment and dedication, have helped us to educate approximately 
4,800 teenagers. Ten years of teamwork, discoveries, obstacles, learning and great fin-
dings. But, most importantly, ten years of hope, because having the opportunity to see 
how so many young people reinvent the idea that a better world can be possible, renews 
our confidence of what the world is every day. 

We have witnessed testimonies of word and life of the youth explaining how their expe-
riences in the Network have constituted their own identities and life choices. They tell us 
how the Network influenced their decision-making in what to study, their social engage-
ment and in their way of looking and reality and making choices.

“The network has changed my life: I study Pedagogy because of the influence 
of the Network in my life”. (Teenager who participated in the Youth Solidarity Net-
work of Andalusia). 

The Youth Solidarity Network is a clear commitment of Entreculturas Education for De-
velopment as a key strategy to achieve the construction of a new culture of solidarity 
in which human dignity, and more specifically that of the excluded and the vulnerable 
people, is the centre of the economic, political and social organisation. A development 
which serves this purpose must be pursued from different strategies (media, political in-
cidence, social mobilisation, etc.) and from the training of people “competent, conscious 
and committed in compassion”1. The Youth Solidarity Network wants to help to create 
communities in solidarity which would be the seed of a transformative society . To that 
end, we think that a key question needs to be addressed: in which values do we need to 
educate to build our desired society2 Just as the Document of Policies for Education for 
Development says, those values, for Entreculturas, are freedom, justice, solidarity, co-
existence in diversity and transcendence3.  

They started with seventy young people in Seville. In 2012, it ends with more than two 
thousand three hundred young people participating in the Network, accompanied by two 
hundred fifteen teachers of one hundred twenty nine schools in eight regions. To cele-
brate all this shared life, we decided to make an effort for knowing better the experien-
ce, investigating the process and sharing our experiences. The Entreculturas education 
teams, teachers and young people embarked on a systematization process in which we 

3

 1 Fr. Peter Hans Kolvenbach. Greeting the UCAB, 1998. 

 2 Identity document, Document of Policies for Education for Development. 

 3 Document of Policies for Education for Development. 
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were supported by experts that have offered and taught us a concrete methodology for 
carrying this out4; and other related to the educational world that with their knowledge 
and experience have helped us in contrasting the findings we were reaching. Our aim, as 
in the whole systemization, has been creating a new theory based on an experience to 
learn from and to share. 

Most of the findings are the culmination, not only of this systematization process, but also 
on a time where the attempt to improve, the training, the evaluation, the reflection, the 
discussion and the contrast inside the Entreculturas team and with other organizations 
and teams have been a constant, because this is part of our way of doing Education for 
Development from the identity of Entreculturas5. Some issues remain open about nuan-
ces and uncertainties that will allow continuing to explore and learn in this new stage 
opened thanks to this process. 

The testimonies gathered are only a part of all the testimonies gathered through the pro-
cess and they want to make boys, girls and teachers´ voice heard. From here, we want 
to thank everybody, especially the teachers, because the programme, as we introduce 
it, is also the outcome of their participation with Entreculturas. They have believed, bet, 
risked and entrusted, even when it was not entirely clear and there were difficulties or 
disagreement. Their commitment has filled with gratitude and hope. And, by all means, 
our appreciation to the girls and boys who have been in the Network during these ten 
years. Without their overwhelming power, enthusiasm, questions, search for responses, 
openness to the outside world and to the others and their desires of living life, this would 
not have been possible. 

With their word, we also have wanted to accommodate different academic and edu-
cational intervention leading figures. You will find references to representatives of 
several currents and traditions, as the popular education or the pedagogy of Saint 
Ignatius of Loyola (principles resources of the organization of the Society of Jesus, 
member of the International Movement of Popular Education Fe y Alegría that we 
are), as well as to social investigation and intervention professionals that are bringing 
us to light along the way. 

When we consider this systematization we had a really strong intuition: the importance 
of feelings and emotional experience in the educational process for development. Accor-
dingly, we were worried if, in our projects of formal and informal education, we would be 
able to make those projects about comprehensive education real. 

4

4 The systematization of the experience of the Youth Solidarity Network has been facilitated by INCYDE. 

5 Document of Policies for Education for Development of Entreculturas.
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“Our interest for investigating emotional and moral development relations da-
tes back to the deep concern about the use of the expression “comprehensive 
education”. Most of the times superficially understood and considered what it 
leaves it as an important referent, a pragmatic principle and a happy expres-
sion, but without the support of the educational reality”.6

This concern is in keeping with our Ignatian educational tradition, where it has always 
been present the importance of keeping the educational experience not just circumscri-
bed to an intellectual level.  

“Ignatius urges that the whole person- mind, heart and will- should enter the 
learning experience. He encourages use of the imagination and the feelings as 
well as the mind in experience. Thus affective as well as cognitive dimensions 
of the human person are involved, because without internal feeling joined to 
intellectual grasp, learning will not move a person to action”.7  

The speech Education for Development of five-generation8, in its search for peda-
gogical references to achieve the establishment of a global citizenship with capacity 
to influence and participate in a globalised society, includes the importance of the 
affective dimensions. Some approaches with weight on the methodologies of the Edu-
cation for Development, incorporate this affective dimension, as the socio-emotional 
methodology does. However, we believed that, in general, this aspect was not deve-
loped enough. 

Many of the proposals made by Education for Development are more based on cognitive 
approaches of the information processing, critical examination of it, taking a moral stan-
ce and mobilization for action, with a strong rational component, than on incorporating 
the emotional element in the methodology. 

It would seem that in a large segment of the development NGOs, we have fled the emo-
tional world in the awareness-rising and training, fearing of falling under patronizing 
attitudes. 

5

6 Iriarte Redín, C. Alonso-Gancedo, N. Sobrino, A. in Electronic Journal of Research in Educational Psychology nº8, Vol 4(1) 2006, pp: 177-212. 

7 ICAJE. Ignatian Pedagogy: a practical approach. Society of Jesus, 1993.  

8 This paradigm understand Education for Development as process of the construction of citizenships, in North and South societies, which means 
being part of a global community and having the tools needed to participate actively in the inclusive and sustainable development based on human 
rights. It is an educational process and a political task, due to it wants local and global changes. See documents Educación para el desarrollo, una 
estrategia de cooperación imprescindible, NGDO Spanish Platform (2005) and Education Strategy Paper Spanish Development Cooperation, Spanish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (2007). 



“Compassion is a feeling subjected to suspicion, because it will have a hu-
miliating attitude towards the one who felt sorry. It is a perverse confusion. 
Compassion is feeling affected by someone pain and experiencing the desire 
to help him or her. It is the basis of the ethical behaviour. Before justi-
ce come into play, compassion must open the way. It is so special to the 
human being that lacks it, it is considered as “inhuman”. Children feel it 
spontaneously and we should encourage it. Empathy and compassion are 
two emotional responses which often give together and which are expe-
rienced towards the same situation, allowing us to understand suffering or 
injustices. We can encourage these answers in children accompanying them, 
giving them the importance that they have. For the second moment, we must 
introduce reflexion and prosocial behaviours. Anglo-Saxon programmes are 
based on these two emotional skills. And in their moral dimension, students 
are to develop progressively a compassionate attitude to others, as a valua-
ted virtue in the society”.9

However, we know that a good education must take into account all the dimensions 
of the whole person: physical, cognitive, affective, social, moral, spiritual...The 
affective dimension is crucial in shaping people capable of supporting life projects 
committed to solidarity and justice, because it influences the individual´s moral de-
velopment in a really positive way. The options taken by people about their life style 
and their attitude towards citizen involvement, social justice, poverty and exclusion 
are moral decisions. 

“Those elections have, whether or not consciously, emotional content. First 
evaluations of a moral election can be oriented towards principles, but if 
depth emotional attachment does not normally exist to them and the person 
does not count, we would directly go towards alienation. In other circums-
tances, those evaluations can be made faster and more efficient, but only 
studying their meaning in life and the value that they have for our survival, 
which is how emotions initially work. We would be living the life from an 
egocentric prism. Probably, the knowledge of our emotional world can be 
crucial to reach a greater integrity, in order for configuring personal identity 
as moral identity and the development of moral behaviours outrank reactive 
or egocentric answers”.10

6

9 Marina, JA. Bernabeu, R. Competencia social y ciudadana. Madrid: Alizana Editorial, 2007. 

10 Ibid, page 5.
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If affectivity “is treated in the same way as the vital area of impressing, impacting and 
affecting, which cause us a resonance, that is why we interact with others, with the world, 
with the life; if it opens us to coexistence, otherness, belong to a community, to the world 
and everything that surrounds us” (García and Candela, 1998)11, a key point is evident in 
the Education for Development, which is worth to stop. 

Moreover, as part of the movement Education for Development, we have always defended 
that any educational project starts with an ethical and political option. And, from this con-
cern, we began to reflect about what was the ethical construction behind the methodo-
logies used: Are we getting stuck in a rational ethic of justice related to the Kantian phi-
losophy and to Kholberg and Piaget in psycho-pedagogy? Certainly, this approximation, 
that allows us to think about abstract principles, values, rights and norms for analyse the 
reality, is present in the Education for Development, and it is a key aspect of it. But there 
is another approach in the educational practice that, in our opinion, more than facing the 
former, must be complementary. It is one that places emphasis on human relationships, 
responsibility and care of everyone else and environment, empathy and compassion and 
development of virtues as “character resources”, which include the cognitive field, but 
they go beyond and talk about emotional, relational and behaviour styles that are able to 
mobilize people12.  

These highly developed approaches, both from philosophy and from psycho-pedago-
gy, help to incorporate the emotional dimension into the moral and civic education. 
Through them, we learn the importance of supporting empathy and compassion, 
and offering opportunities to live real solidarity experiences. We also comprehend 
the educational value of concrete relationships among young people, with teachers, 
schools, etc.; the need to embody the values that we promote on everyday relation-
ships and to find the way to facilitate emotional intimacy with those who are far 
from us but without falling into paternalism. And, above all, we grasp the key role of 
emotions and relationships in people´s moral lives13, without involving an exclusion 
of the rational component or renouncing to reflect and analyse reality from abstract 
rights and values. Instead, we rather build process in which all these aspects inte-
grate harmonically.

7

11 García, R. and Candela, I. (1998). La educación emocional. Op. Cit. in Iriarte Redín, C. Alonso-Gancedo, N. Sobrino, A. in Electronic Journal of 
Research in Educational Psychology Nº8, Vol (1) 2006, pp: 177-212. 

12 “Resources involve beliefs, feelings, and operative habits. Big resources, the powerful aretes (virtue in Greek) extend emotions and cause trends. 
They try to stabilize, supply or cause due feelings and link them with the action.” Marina, J.A. Aprende a vivir. Barcelona: Ariel, 2004. 

13 José Alberto Mesa, SJ. La ética del ciudadano y sus implicaciones en la formación moral en la escuela, in La educación desde las éticas del 
ciudadano y la compasión. Editorial Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, 2005. 



Because of that, we wanted to focus on the affective experience of young people in an 
educational process based on the engagement for a social change towards justice, so-
lidarity and people as the key point of the political and economic organization. 

Through this prism, we pretend to shed light upon the whole of the experience. We hope 
we have explained in this publication. We would like it to be used to feedback the reflec-
tions and discussions among those who, from different institutions and roles, dedicate 
our time and pin our hopes on the formation of young people. 

8
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  1   What is the Youth Solidarity Network? Description of the programme

The Youth Solidarity Network (YSN) is a programme to foster participation among 
teenagers between 12 and 18 year old who participate voluntarily. It is based on so-
cial work with peer groups, in which, through training, reflexion and implementation 
of solidarity actions the development of values and solidarity actions are encoura-
ged, young people experiment that social change is possible, improve their cognitive, 
emotional, moral and social development, and acquire basic skills for the training as 
global citizens. 

It takes place in collaboration with schools and other institutions that promote informal 
education, such as youth and leisure associations, parishes, councils, etc. In this way, we 
want to contribute the strengthening relations between schools and society, joining to 
different movements that place special emphasis on society´s co-responsibility in edu-
cation and social participation. It bears a resemblance to service-learning and learning 
communities, but, unlike these, it is an informal education, although mostly developed in 
an educational context. 

In line with the Education for Development of Entreculturas14 proposal, we shared the 
necessity to educate citizens in a globalized context, to train people who will be able 
to understand properly our world and assume an active compromise for solidarity and 
justice. We also want to educate people who are able to live in diversity from our values: 
solidarity, equality, freedom and responsibility, living together in diversity and transcen-
dence. Finally, we acknowledge the importance of understanding interdependence rela-
tions in today´s world, of developing a cosmopolite identity that lives in harmony with its 
local and national identity, and participating in the strengthening of a global society that 
develops democracy. 

We feed on the contribution of different traditions and trends. All of them are integra-
ted in a bid for: 

• Comprehensive education, which included all the dimensions of the person (physical, 
cognitive, emotional, social, moral, spiritual…). 

• Empowerment education, because it wants to ensure that everybody was the main 
character of their lives and to be able to take control of their environment. 

• Transformative education, due to it raises life styles committed to the common good in 
the building of a fair, solidarity and inclusive society. 

9

14  See the document of Policies for Education for Development of Entreculturas. 
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The global citizenship paradigm15, the Ignatian pedagogy16 and the Popular Edu-
cation17  are some of the key sources of the philosophy, objectives and methodo-
logy of the Youth Solidarity Network. Moreover, the advances made from psycho-
pedagogy to include new knowledge, methodologies and techniques that support 
a humanist view, placing the person in the centre of the educational process18 are 
present. 

1.1 Origin of the programme 

The Youth Solidarity Network  was born as a local concretion of a nationwide educational 
campaign, “Jóvenes como tú” (Youths like you), which raised the creation of participation 
channels for young people, so they could be transformative agents themselves, and fur-
thermore contribute in the building of a worldwide view for Latin-American and Spanish 
young people. 

Starting with this idea, Entreculturas from Seville promoted in 2001 the establish-
ment of a Youth Solidarity Network and the way of doing Education for Development 
that facilitates young people to become the promoters of different campaigns and 
solidarity actions in their communities, placing people in the centre of the educa-
tional process. 

In several Andalusian schools, youth groups started to compose that, with the teacher´s 
assistance, they developed awareness actions and community service projects and acti-
vities. In addition, they shared spaces for training, reflexion, planning and evaluation of 
the actions in other schools. 

From Seville, it was extended to Andalusia and new networks started to emerge in 
other regions with the leadership of the delegations of Entreculturas and its volun-
tary group. 

10

15 See footnote number 8. 

16 With a large tradition which focuses on the whole person, active participation, freedom, openness towards others and towards importance. Of the 
Ignatian paradigm, the constant interaction in the educational process of the experience, reflexion and action; the key role of real context of each of 
person and of the society; and the evaluation as part of learning enriches us. See the document of Policies for Education for Development of Entre-
culturas and Ignatian Pedagogy, a practical approach. ICAJE (1993). 

17 Ethics, political and pedagogical proposal which believes in the liberating and transformative potential of education in the personal and collective 
history; in the linkage between education and the political undertaking; in the no-neutrality of education, which should be based on an ethical pro-
posal; and in the active participation of people involved in the educational process, without power relationships, but with respectful and mentoring 
relationships. See document of Policies for Education for Development of Entreculturas.

18 Document of Policies for Education for Development of Entreculturas.
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Nowadays19, the Spanish Network of Young People is made up by 2,100 boys and girls, 
with groups in 115 schools20 in nine regions, accompanied by 204 teachers and 51 young 
adults [+18] that have participated in the programme.

1.2 Objectives

The Youth Solidarity Network wants to offer an enabling framework to facilitate teena-
gers to experience global citizenship. In order to achieve that goal, it sets a process of 
questioning and analysing the reality (local and global) critically; of establishing commu-
nity actions for global causes (poverty eradication, human rights, sustainable develop-
ment, defence of the democratic participation); and to facilitate concretes expressions of 
solidarity. 

In this regard, the participation in the Youth Solidarity Network is based on the 
learning trough experience. The participation is the trigger that motivates and 
encourages teenagers to start up and increase their cognitive, emotional and be-
havioural skills. 

11

19 2011-2012 Academic year. 

20 Groups of each school are called “school groups”.

NETWORK FROM…

Andalusia 2001

Madrid March 2003

Murcia March 2004

Galicia September 2004

Region of Valencia March 2005

Asturias September 2005

Castile and León October 2006

La Rioja From February 2008 to June 2009

Extremadura October 2010

Cantabria January 2010
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On the other hand, the membership and identification with these groups, as the deve-
lopment of capacities that involves their participation, contribute to the prevention of 
risky behaviours and to improve social integration of teenagers, cohesion and coexis-
tence in schools. 

“The Network has changed my life, because I wasn´t on the right track. It made me 
realise that I can have fun in a different way and that we should be concerned about 
other things and, since that, I´m here. Now, my group of friends is made of people 
I met in the Network. We think similarly and we feel quite comfortable together.” 
(Youth who participated in the Youth Solidarity Network of Andalusia) 

We can identify three goals areas: 

• Those related to the increase of knowledge. In this field the objective is to improve the 
comprehension and critical capacity to face global aspects and their local concrete-
ness. The main contents would be: poverty and exclusion, social and economic globali-
sation, human rights, emergencies and conflicts, human mobility, cultural coexistence, 
socio-political participation, equality between men and women, the role of media, and 
the sustainable development. 

• Those related to moral development. Here, it is about supporting personal develop-
ment in a scale of values based on human dignity, human equality, solidarity (speci-
fically with those who are more vulnerable) and coexistence in diversity, responsible 
justice, and freedom in both personal and community level. Moreover, we attempt to 
increase the youngsters´ capacity to make moral judgements and to guide their own 
behaviour coherently, which means taking decisions consciously. In the moral dimen-
sion work, we are based on the cognitive (learning how to think, moral dilemmas, etc.) 
and emotional (self-confidence, empathy, responsibility, and maintaining our closest 
relationships) development.

• Those related to the learning procedures and skills for the socio-political participa-
tion. In this area, it is about developing capacities such as teamwork: cooperation and 
mutual assistance, distribution of responsibilities and tasks; dialogue and listening; 
expressing their points of view and respecting others; analysing and solving social pro-
blems; and planning and completion of community service, awareness and social mo-
bilization actions. 

12
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1.3 Methodology 

The methodology is based on the combination of training moments where the main ob-
jectives are related to the raising of critical comprehension of the reality, with others 
whose objectives are more focused on the moral development and on the raising of skills 
for socio-political participation areas: planning, carrying and evaluating of community 
service actions, awareness and social mobilization; sharing moments with other groups 
of the network locally and nationally; training and mobilization activities and projects with 
other similar movements internationally, specifically in Latin-America. 

In all this process, the teacher accompaniment and the peer groups play a funda-
mental role. 

Thus, the main components of the methodology are: 

• Training 

The training is being conducted at various levels. On the one hand, general training 
courses about common issues have been planned for all groups of the network du-
ring school year. The designed places are Assemblies at the beginning of the school 
year. On the other, there are specific trainings tailored to the specific needs of indi-
vidual groups. 

• Carrying out solidarity actions 

From the reality analysis, with the help of the training moments, they identify local 
and global social problems and they plan projects to tackle them. These actions are 
very diverse, but we can summarise three various points: local community servi-
ce projects, awareness actions about global issues and social mobilization efforts. 
The value of solidarity actions consists in the process, more than in the objectives 
or results (although everything will be evaluated by young people as a part of their 
learning), because the key experience creates and articulates learning. Carrying 
out these actions in peer group generates the context of the educational experien-
ce, the learning opportunities and motivation to teenager to compromise their be-
haviour and personal resources for keeping learning. It is a road towards action 
as an external and coherent manifestation with the personal experience and with 
other people21. In this way, it is important taking account that this coherence is in 
the training process and that “errors” are part of the road and also opportunities 
for reflexion and learning. 

13

21 Ignatian Pedagogy, a practical approach.
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Each group plans its actions in a tool called “solidarity agenda” (“agenda solidaria”). 
Thanks to this agenda, we can fulfil and keep track of the commitments, it facilities the 
organization, the evaluation and to exchange experiences of actions. On the other hand, 
it is an element that helps in the distribution of responsibilities. 

The evaluation of these actions is a part in the process. It is not only about evaluating 
“how they have been”, although this is the most motivating element for teenagers, but 
to have an opportunity for reflexion about the experience and let it preserve in each 
young people. 

Moreover, at least one common mobilization campaign each year written on their agen-
das is encouraged, so we can coordinate action in the network. So far, the participation 
in Global Action Week for Education has been the most frequent. 

• The experience of meeting 

Coming into contact with other people and realities is one of the experiences with more 
personal and social transformation capacity. We associate to the experience of meeting 
the discovery and knowledge of other people, communication, empathy and the develo-
pment of the respect of diversity. 

The network promotes a meeting based on concrete, direct and close relationships, 
but this meeting is growing up and is extended through the development of the feeling 
of belonging to a family, until being able to assert that “I am a human being, I consider 
nothing that is human alien to me”22. 

• Belonging to a big movement involved and global transformation 

Entreculturas, through the Youth Solidarity Network, creates a reference space 
where young people have the opportunity of feeling part of something bigger 
and of meeting other boys and girls from different groups with those who share 
concerns.

The existing groups in each school are establishing local, autonomic and natio-
nal network whit international connections. The local establishment is usually 
oriented to planning, execution and evaluation of some jointly solidarity action23. 
They can be playful, demanding and cultural and they always have the goal of 
awareness and to mobilize the citizens. Most of the times, they take place in a 
public space. 

14

22 This sentence is attributed to Terence (2nd century B.C.). 

23 It can also occur at the Regional level, especially at Regions where its population is more accessible. 
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In the Autonomous Communities the strong moments of training, the star of the 
planning and the sharing of knowledge during the year are carried out. At this 
step, they are Assemblies of the start and end of the academic course and they 
play a really important role in the shared identity and sense of community deve-
lopment. 

At national and international levels, the Assemblies spread this identity and be-
longing, link them with something bigger: Entreculturas as a development orga-
nization (and through it with the Development Cooperation field) and the inter-
national dimension of the Network, thanks to its relationship with other youth 
movements related to Fe y Alegría and to the Jesuit Refugee Service, of those who 
Entreculturas is part of them. It will focus on the organising Global Encounters 
where representatives of all the groups of the Youth Solidarity Network partici-
pate, with representatives of similar movements of other countries, especially in 
Latin-America. Another concretion is the participation in common projects, ad-
vantaging new technologies for sharing the work made through the teaching mo-
dules designed for each project. 

• Solidarity group of the school 

Each school has one or various teenager groups, of all ages (always between 12 and 
18 years old) or more homogenous. The participation is voluntary. These groups can be 
specifically created for the implementation of the programme or can be groups with 
their own identity that want to be part of the Network and assume their principles and 
methodology. 

The group is a privilege context for learning; it contributes to the personal experience, 
as well as the space for sharing it. It is the first benchmark of the programme. 

• The accompaniment of educators 

For being part of the Youth Solidarity Network, all groups have to be supported by an 
educator who accompanies them along the process. 

The main point of the educational process of Network of Young People is the relations-
hip between the educator and young people, due to educators are the person who gives 
information, motivates the group, facilitates the reflexion and takes care of the group 
process and of the development of each member. Entreculturas creates meeting spa-
ces between teachers oriented to training; reflexion and share experiences, in order to 
boost personal networks and to encourage the acquisition of the tools needed, and thus 
constituted a Teachers Solidarity Network. 

15
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1.4 What external evaluations made until the date tells us?

Different evaluations made by outside actors have been taken into account for 
appraising different aspects of the Youth Solidarity Network, analysing various mo-
dels of operation and identifying the variables affecting the impact and improve-
ment of the programme. 

The first evaluation was carried out by Instituto de Evaluación y Asesoramiento Educativo-
IDEA, in March 2008. For the development of this evaluation, an exhaustive data collection 
was conducted through questionnaires to the most important actors of the programme: 
coordinator of YSN, teachers of the participating schools and pupils. Discussion groups 
were created and extensive interviews to key informants were made for complementing 
this part. By evaluation, we could confirm that the Youth Solidarity Network generates 
meeting spaces for reflexion, changes and personal and social transformations. 

Between March and June 2011, the consulting Redcea conducted a second evaluation. 
Thanks to this evaluation, we see that the Youth Solidarity Network is an appropriate 
strategy with a high rating by teachers and youth for reaching concrete solidarity expres-
sions and values of interculturality, gender equity and participation. 
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METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS FUNCTION

Assembly at the beginning of the 
school year

Training, meeting, identity, motivation,  
starting point for planning 

Assembly at the end of the school year Meeting, identity, motivation, common  
concerns and evaluation

Global encounters (alternate courses) Training, identity, belonging to a big movement, 
motivation and international connections

Solidarity agendas Responsibility planning, organization and  
distribution, monitoring and evaluation 

Mobilization campaigns and actions in 
each school and inter-schools 

Concrete experiences of global citizenship 

International projects Meeting, concrete experiences of global 
 citizenship and training 

Information and communication tech-
nologies 

They facilitate contact and communication 
between dispersed groups, responsibility 
distribution and identity

UNIT 1:  Systematization



The evaluation affects the necessity of developing the work made with the Network up 
till now and, thus, to request of viewing experiences and good practices developed by the 
Network, together with a better systematization. 

Furthermore, it plans on continued develop the consolidation work of the network with 
teachers and school, as well as proposals which give a more prominent role to youth. 
This promotes the leadership and autonomy of young people, especially of consolidated 
groups and youth over the age of 18 years. Fulfilling this systematization answers partly 
these challenges. 

Thanks to the contributions of the evaluations and to this systematization process over 
the 10 years of the functioning of the Network (2001-2011), experience has been exten-
ded and key points, learning, improvements and challenges for the programme have 
been collected.
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 2   How has the systematization process been?
       Epistemology, methodology, participants and course

The interest of conducting this systematization process is not only to instigate 
critical reflections on our work, but also to instigate knowledge from the practice 
of a transformative education. We hope that this new knowledge, generated from 
the experiences of youth and teachers, allows us to socialize the learning and to 
create other educational process, gear challenges, good practices and areas of 
improvement.  

2.1 Epistemology  

We understand the educational and transforming experience of the Youth Solidarity Net-
work as a social and historical practice and also dynamic and complex. Therefore, it is 
important to discover all its process, relations and interactions in each socio-educational 
context which make its ability to transform possible. Inasmuch as we recognize all the 
elements and components which constitute the transforming experience system, we will 
be able to build knowledge from social practices. These social practices provide us the 
opportunity to “tag” problems and offer opportunities for reflection, recreation and enri-
ched experiences. 

2.2 Methodology

For reaching our purpose to reflect critically on the educational process in consolidation 
of commitment to solidarity, taking into account the epistemological stance where we 
are, we had to find a methodology which let us discover which gives meaning to the prac-
tice of our educational experience and, at the same time, which provides the opportunity 
to think critically about the educational experience of teachers, youth, volunteers and 
Entreculturas staff during these years.  

We considered essential to count on a methodology which contribute to a theoretical re-
flection (and to the construction of theory) Knowledge from our practice in order to create 
practical and action-oriented knowledge.  

We needed a methodology which allows us to undertake a critical reflection about the 
Youth Solidarity Network and which really allows to provide practical guidance to other 
educational experiences of social transformation from our practice. Therefore, the cho-
sen methodology will be capable of being re-created and transformed by the team of 
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Entreculturas. The objective here is to have the opportunity of discovering basic keys, 
challenges and learning in the educational process of solidarity youth groups in relation 
to teachers, youth who do not participate in the programme, families and schools. 

In addition, we search a methodology which allows us to join different views to 
enable a production of knowledge from the experiences of the people who partici-
pate in the Youth Solidarity Network. We have acquired knowledge which enriches 
the practice and, in such a way, we become actors of the transforming experience 
and creators of knowledge. 

The systematization was the methodology which answers all requirements placed, be-
cause it allows producing knowledge through comprehension, learning and creating 
theory from the observation and the analysis made by the actors. This methodology offer 
the possibility of telling their experience to all the people involved in the process. This 
allows rebuilding relations between actors, context and components, accounting for in-
tegrity, richness and complexity of the educational experience of the Solidarity Network 
for Young People along these 10 years. 

This methodology, in contrast to the evaluation, allows us to not focus on the results, but 
on people practices and experiences. And from a holistic and complete angle of the pro-
cess of changing, which considers context and all relations, interactions and elements 
which are part of the commitment to solidarity and participation. 

We can define the systematization as a process of critical interpretation of some expe-
riences which show the logic behind the process, the factors involved how they have been 
interacting and why they have done it like this. 

We decided to carry the systematization of the Youth Solidarity Network out with IN-
CYDE, a consulting company with a big experience and with a closer relation with 
the development cooperation, education and social intervention. We thought that its 
experience could enrich ourselves and allows us to have an external point of view 
during the process. 

2.3 Participants  

The persons involved in the experience of different movements of the systematization 
process have been: 

• Technical staff of Head Office in Madrid. 

• Technical staff recruited and volunteers of delegations throughout Spain where Net-
working is elaborated. 
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• Staff recruited and volunteers from the team of Entreculturas who have worked in the 
programme during those ten years. 

• Teachers from Galicia, Madrid, Region of Valencia, Murcia and Andalusia. 

• Youth from Galicia, Madrid, Region of Valencia, Murcia and Andalusia. We can distin-
guish two profiles: those who are participating in the Youth Solidarity Network and tho-
se over 18 years old who had participated. 

2.4  Course

1. Creation of “systematizer community”, where two educational techniques of the 
head office and two delegations were integrated. These techniques are constituted 
as driving force of the process and link to the rest of the group of education develo-
pment of Entreculturas. The first step taken by this group was training in systema-
tization for familiarizing with the concept, intention, as well as with the expectative 
related the process. 

2. Focusing the systematization: identification of the expectative of the objective, ob-
ject and area. From the identification of these expectative, we defined realistically our 
objective (we systematized for what), the object of our systematization (what we syste-
matized) and the area of our systematization, in other words, the prism through which 
we saw this experience. 
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What do we want to systematize? The experience of the Youth Solidarity Network, since 
2001 to 2011, in seven Autonomous Communities

For what For understanding the key components of the pro-
cess, how the youth participation help them to in-
teriorize values and solidarity actions and social 
engagement

Through which prism Affective experience: 
Because the affective experience involve person 
as a whole 
Due to reasons established between emotional 
and moral learning
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3. Retrieval of the process. We try to remember the history as it was identifying and 
analysing the records needed (minutes, memories, materials, photographs, etc.); and 
we tell and order the history of the systematization using different tools based on clas-
sification and explanation. This is the moment of the descriptive part, of the retrieval 
of the process. 

4. Questions. Onward this retrieval of the history, we asked ourselves critical questions 
about the process and we chose those which we see as fundamental, creating a docu-
ment which was answered by all the participating groups. 

5. In-depth consideration. Drawing up the conclusions, learnings and recommen-
dations. The systematizer community reinstates the answers and thinks about 
the same answers to draw conclusions, learnings, and recommendations and 
expressed in a document contrasted with teachers and different responsible 
groups of Entreculturas. 

6.Theoretical and methodological contributions. The document is contrasted to 
external experts. We were fortunate to be blessed with Ángel de la Llave y Luis M. 
López Aranguren.  

7. Document of the process. The contrasted document is the heart of this publication, 
through which we made the last part of the process: external socialization. 
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 1   Summary of the findings

The Youth Solidarity Network is, from its origin, a bid to contribute to the building a cons-
cious citizenship of economic, political and social process with global reach, as well as 
committed to reality transformation of injustice and exclusion generated in our society. 
Thus, all educational contests are related to knowledge and skills which help us to un-
derstand critically global interdependence relationships, as well as social exclusion and 
inclusion process of society; and on the other hand, attitudes and values needed for life 
style development committed to justice and solidarity. 

This concern both the programme of Education for Development framed in the para-
digm of24 the five-generation. Our main aim is to contribute to the training of citizenship 
conscious about the global dimension of our society and committed to global issues. We 
are going to do that through all-round education of teenagers, who participate in the 
programme, offering information, facilitating reflexion and critical analysis and accom-
panying experiences from a global perspective. We should interpret this part from this 
perspective. 

Moreover, the presentation of findings has to be taken into consideration and it is done 
by describing different components of the context and of the educational process whe-
re we have identified key factor for reaching our aims. Each component is developed in 
each point:

• Experience of being an active subject of change: carrying out solidarity actions. 

• Quality of training and in-depth reflection. 

• Relationships between young people, accompanying adults and the role of the educa-
tor. 

• Influence of other agents of the educational community: family and school. 

• Importance of being part of a big movement towards global transformation. 

• Methodology which enables personal growth and life skills. 

Those components create a system where each part interacts with the others six. The op-
timum process of the programme requires that the seven components must be present; 
on the contrary, if something fails, the targets set will be difficult. The identification of 
those seven components, as well as of the factors comprise them, with the description of 
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24 Since the 1940s, in Non-Governmental Development Organisations field there is an agreement with different approaches when transferring to 
the citizenship of countries referred to as the North (countries which have appropriate development rates on the basis of reports of United Nations 
Development Programme), the reality of those referred to as the South (those which lower rates). They move from assistance models to a model 
based on the promotion of a global citizenship, known as “five-generation”. This is the most adequate model and towards which all Education for 
Development interventions should aim to. 
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how they relate is the main outcome of this systematization. 

We could do different approaches to this description, but we have chosen to do placing 
each young person in the centre. 

This perspective enables us to understand better different factors of the context and the 
educational process in relation to the girls and boys experience who are part of the net-
work. It helps us to answer what and how will happen to teenagers interiorize values 
and attitudes which sustain life styles committed to solidarity and justice. We chose this 
approximation because it is referred to the heart of the programme, its last goal. 

RESUMEN DE LAS CONCLUSIONES   
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Experience subject 
change: implementa-
tion solidary actions
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En la presentación de las conclusiones recogemos los hallazgos a los que nos ha llevado 
In the presentation of concussions, we deal with findings reached through the systemati-
zation: some strengthen intuitions or certainties; others assume learnings for the educa-
tional group of Entreculturas, which can be read as ideas for those who are carrying out 
similar projects. And some casts doubt and launch challenges, too. 

We have wanted to intersperse testimonies and reflexions of young people and teachers 
who have participated in the systematization process, due to they are the seed of further 
reflexion which is the bases of the conclusions. As noted in the introduction, they have 
made progress one step at time with Entreculturas, aiming, trusting, risking, demanding 
improvements and contributing with their knowledge and commitment. Those testimo-
nies have been collected from the documents created in the workshops and from re-
flexions made from the work of recording critical questions and answers.  

With their word, we include different academic references and socio-educational inter-
vention. References to different traditions, as popular education or Ignatian pedagogy, 
which are our natural sources, as well as a number of academic researches of Develop-
mental and Educational Psychology, Social Psychology and Educational Philosophy and 
Theory, have helped us to contrast, during these ten years, our reflexions and findings, 
realizing that we were not in a wrong way. For ease of reading, bibliographic references 
appear in the footer of each page. 

We hope that this facilitates continuing developing theory from the socialization of the 
experience. 
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SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
 
The participation in the Youth Solidarity Network contributes to the internalization of va-
lues and attitudes which sustain life styles committed to solidarity and justice, insofar as:  

1. Through solidarity actions, they experience that social change is possible. This ex-
perience is the key of their motivation. Cognitive development is encouraged becau-
se they exercise five types of fundamental thinking for moral learning: alternative, 
causal, consequential, resource-end and perspective. They develop the responsibi-
lity, first referred to the group and the commitment to the participation and then ge-
neralising it to other contexts. Opportunities to improve the frustration management 
are created. They develop creativity and channel their solidarity concerns. 

2. Training and reflexion help to increase knowledge to understand social reality and 
critical capacity. The approach to these contents enables that the analysis made of 
social reality and moral assessment will demonstrate its depth and complexity. On 
the other hand, reflection on individual´s experience is taking place in the training, 
making it more conscious and giving it meaning to build the foundations of each 
youth. Training is a privileged space to integrate different components which come 
into play during the educational process. 

3. Create a peer group where emotional security is present and thanks to it teenagers 
display behaviours which enable the educational experience. At the same time, be-
longing to a solidarity group influence identity formation by playing the group´s own 
roles and values. Relationships between group members encourage moral learning: 
empathy and responsibility referred to the group and its members. 

4. Educators offer emotional security; they are a model for girls and boys who pro-
ject positive expectations over them, and which feed them back with a good ima-
ge of their selves; this reinforces their self-esteem, and desired attitudes and 
behaviours. It establishes a horizontal relationship that is a reference for youth, 
and that has a functional authority. Thanks to this relationship, and from this 
role, it enables experience through group dynamic management for undertaking 
the training and accompanying function in relation to solidarity actions.    
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5. The school supports the programme formally and in practice, which facilitates 
and supports its development, values and mainstreams group activities, (which 
is a reinforcement for girls and boys), supports teachers and facilitates com-
munication with families. On the other hand, families value the participation of 
their children in those groups. They build and transmit positive expectations with 
respect to values wanted for their children, without a conflict, in this respect, 
between mothers/fathers and teenagers. All of this reinforces the creation of an 
identity based on these values. 

6. Being part of a bigger movement (the Youth Solidarity Network and Entreculturas) 
is a key factor of motivation and an important strengthening in the building of teena-
gers’ identity. To belong to the Youth Solidarity Network compensates the negative 
influence of the critiques of those peer groups who are not related to the Network. 
International connexions of the programme increase the scope, allow us to deal with 
young people from other countries with the horizontal perspective and global youth 
as an active subject become visible. 

7. Using a methodology which favours personal growth and learning life skills, in 
intensive training spaces (workshops), through the development of solidarity 
actions and informal spaces. Belonging to a network generates personal satis-
faction which influence positively in self-esteem and in the developing of a pro-
social identity. Emotional consciousness increases, through identification and 
expression of emotions. It creates moral learning opportunities through empa-
thy, mercy, reflexion of universal values, developing a sense of justice. It enables 
the acquisition of social skills (self-affirmation, expression of feelings and ideas 
in public and conflict resolution).    
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25 Voluntary is a key point, because “voluntary participation encourages the success of programmes with teenagers due to assure a key factor as 
the motivation of girls and boys and prevents rejection of teenagers to impositions.” Golçalves de Freitas (2004). “Los adolescents como agentes 
de cambio social: algunas reflexiones para los psicólogos sociales y comunitarios”. Psykhe, november, year/vol. 13, nº002.pp. 131-142. Pontificia 
Universidad Católica de Chile. 

26 The term experience is used to describe any activity where the pupil notices a feeling of affective nature (ICAJE, 1993. Ignatian Pedagogy: a 
practical approach).

 2   The experience of being active subjects of change: carrying out solidarity activities

The experience of doing something to change the world is one of the most impor-
tant life experiences for those teenagers who participate in the Youth Solidarity 
Network.

The groups of the network organize training and awareness rising activities in their 
schools and closest communities. In fact, the programme emerged from the nee-
ded of girls and boys who participated in Education for Development (with teaching 
materials, organizing training and awareness rising activities, etc.) who should play 
a more prominent role, in the learning process and in the building of the society 
wanted. Inspired by the Popular Education principles, we promoted a change in the 
role that teenagers played in Education for Development projects (from receivers to 
agents of change). This way, one of the main points of the programme is the experien-
ce of being active subject of change, hence the importance of the actions made. More 
than their contents, the main point is the role that they play in the learning process, 
because teenagers, through these actions, are perceived as people who can change 
their surroundings towards justice and solidarity. 

The objective is that girls and boys acquire contents through participation, appropriating 
the responsibility of boosting awareness rising, conscious of the ole and the commitment 
assumed voluntarily25. 

“Everybody who is in the Network is here of its own volition, in other 
words, it is something that we really like and we enjoy doing it; it is not 
an obligation. In other situations it is not a right, but yes a duty of doing 
something.”
(Teenager who participated in “Xarsa Solidaria” of Region of Valencia). 

It is based on learning from experiences, in relation with the Ignatian Pedagogical 
Paradigm founded on constants interaction between learning context, experience, 
reflexion, action, and evaluation. The experience must be the starting point if the 
pedagogical process26. 
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Through planning, performance, and evaluation of solidarity actions, the differen-
ce dimensions of the person (human, cognitive, social, moral, spiritual...) come into 
play and it also contributes to the achievement of objectives in two ways: helping to 
improve responsibility and helping to be conscious of the ability to influence in their 
social environment. 

2.1 Improve responsibility 

Responsibility is one of the bases of compromise with justice and solidarity, as a 
way of life. Those experiences contribute to the development of this attitude, inso-
far as girls and boys take more responsibilities, taking decisions and learning from 
their own failures and successes. They feel activities more “successful” the greater 
has been their implication, in other words, when they feel that they have been part 
of the outcome. 

“It was the first activity that we did as a Network. We did a play with children 
who have never acted. We get those children who wanted to participate and 
we created a diverse group with something in common. We could see their 
evolution and we had their affection. It was our own initiative, without a guar-
dian. We learnt how to plan it and do it. Living the process and watching the 
outcome supposed an immense joy.” 
(Teenagers from Murcia)

“What we liked the most was when we conducted surveys about gender in 
the centre. Surveys were very gratifying. People collaborated actively. At the 
beginning, it made me feel embarrassed, but then I like it. The surveys were 
designed by everybody.”
(Teenager from Andalusia)

“We touched our mates with plays that we create and perform.”
(Teenagers from Region of Valencia)

When it comes to the taking decisions issue (what, and how to do actions; and how to 
respond management needs of these actions), it is given through different mechanisms. 
Proposals are generated by brainstorming or initiatives of the group or of the environ-
ment (schools, Entreculturas...). The group debates all proposals and decides who the 
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chosen one is. The decision is taking by consensus, or majority of votes. Debate, consen-
sus, or majority are repeated through the execution of the activity. 

In response to: How do teenagers decide in the solidarity group? Which decision-making 
mechanisms do the group develop?: 

“By consensus, brainstorming, we debate peacefully. We sometimes meet at 
6 and when it is 11, we realize that we have to star! Then technique gives you 
the reasoning of why is better to change the activity and you think why you 
didn´t come to that before. We vote, depending on the number of people of 
the group, but we usually get to a common idea. We used to debate and then 
someone yields and we build an activity.”
(Teenager from Murcia)

“We share ideas and we choose... sometimes, we don´t like the ideas and we join 
some of them to carry them out. Sometimes we accept ideas from Entreculturas. 
Some of them are from teachers, we value them and if they are good, we made 
them... Many times Jorge (our teacher) gives us the base and then we decide 
how to develop the activity. There are other activities in which we contribute 
with an idea and then, the rest of the group contributes. Jorge opines, too.”
(Teenagers from Region of Valencia)

Teachers from Galicia in response to: How do teenagers decide in the solidarity group? 
Which decision-making mechanism do the group develop?: 

“A joint working group guided by the teacher. In my group, they are still 
linked with my proposals: less independence.”

“Through dialogue and collaborative work.”

“Through their own implication and commitment to the task. It comes from 
talks with their mates and testimonies of teachers and people who have made 
similar tasks before.”

“We have to admit that our teenagers are guided by us, however day by day, 
they are taking their own decisions. Maybe they feel more confident thanks to 
the experience. We also have taken the decision of delegating and letting them 
decide (which is not always easy for a teacher).” 
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This process has a key role in the cognitive development, because it is a training of five types 
of important thoughts to speak about the training in values: causal, consequential, of pers-
pective, and means-end (Segura, Manuel 2002 y 2005)27. Through planning, implementation, 
and group evaluation of solidarity actions, teenagers train these five types of thoughts: they 
learn to identify who are the causes of the problem or social needs that they want to improve. 
They learn to find alternative actions, to listen to their mates, and to see things from their own 
point of view. They learn to value the consequences of the proposed alternatives. And they also 
learn to identify, and to develop the necessary means to carry the proposed purposes out. The 
educator´s role, who accompanies the group, is the key, and we are going to refer to it in the 
fourth chapter. However, we can advance some conclusions: an adult who accompanies must 
not be so direct, but she or he has to support this autonomous decision-making process, to 
offer the necessary information, and to facilitate a previous analysis of reality. A previous 
analysis of reality that encourages the production of alternatives facilitates an atmosphere of 
attentive listening, and mutual respect which enables to analyse all questions from a different 
point of view. All this process helps to identify all consequences from the activities, as well 
as the necessary means to carry them out. We channel our natural leaders to a constructive 
leadership that makes them group grow. And we indicate the limits, if it is needed. 

Teachers from Andalusia in response to: How do teenagers decide in the solidarity group? 
Which decision-making mechanisms do the group develop?: 

“The key is that they have to star deciding by them, they are leaders. We are 
lucky for having them in the group. If there is a leadership, they assume tasks. 
We have to channel leadership. The teacher has to see who has the “leaders-
hip” and channel her or him.”

“It is also about giving importance to their proposals; they have to propose 
to all their mates. They have to ask for a referral to teachers. Sometimes tea-
chers difficult the process, because we do not are patience and we are afraid 
of the process. Maybe, it is a barrier for their self-management. Various skills 
are needed for that, it is a difficult change of mind; because children are not 
taught in decision-making, negotiate, listening... It is difficult to pose things 
that are not lived in the educational environment. If we want to pose these 
dynamics, it supposes a big shock with the usually work of the school.”

“At the beginning of the course the activities are proposed and then they vote. 
We star informing the group, and then girls and boys begin to pose proposals 
and ideas.”
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27 Segura M. Ser Persona y relacionarse. Narcea y Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte, Madrid, 2002. Segura M. Enseñar a convivir no es 
tan difícil. Desclée de Brouwer, Madrid, 2005. 
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Teachers from Murcia in response to: How do teenagers decide in the solidarity group? 
Which decision-making mechanisms do the group develop?: 
(Concerted response)

“Through dialogue, with patience and peacefully. They make their own deci-
sions. Sometimes, they have difficulties to take the initiative and they need 
ideas, we, as tutors, give them projects or ideas, and they manage them. At 
the final decision, the teachers contribute with good judgement, perspective, 
patience, and they help to promote coexistence.”

Sometimes fear emerges in those adults who accompany the groups. It is very important to 
realize that they will grow in independence insofar as we do not replace them in the early 
years, when they used to be less independence, because if we do it, we do not give them the 
opportunity to assume responsibilities, and to develop their own capacity. We can develop 
ideas, encourage, indicate possibilities, and offer new information. The teacher´s ability 
to resist external pressure to reach the goal of an activity will constitute an interventionist 
style (we will talk about this later). Hence the importance, as we are going to see in the 
point 6, of schools and families know value and support the programme. 

“Sometimes teachers are those who difficult the process, because we do not 
have patience and we are afraid of the process. Maybe, it is a barrier for their 
self-management.” 
(Teachers from Andalusia)

Systematization has enabled us to see the development of commitment and responsi-
bility, first of all, to the group: girls and boys feel that they have committed themselves 
with the group, that they cannot fail them, and from here they develop the sense and the 
practice of responsibility. 

Teenager from Murcia in response to: How do participate, commit, and take responsibility 
for? (Concerted response): 

“To participate: to stand up for your own ideas, help, and share experiences.

To commit: to do your best to let things happen. If you give your word, you 
have to fulfil it. It is about showing an interest in the project. 

To hold responsible: to have the initiative and not to be lazy.”
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Teenager from Region of Valencia in response to: How do participate, commit, and 
take responsibility for?

“It is about dealing with an unfair situation because we believe that we can 
change it.”

“Being part of the process of training as a person, socialize...”

“It enriches us as a person, it makes us mature, and see reality how it is...” 

Teenager from Galicia in response to: How do participate, commit, and take responsibility for?

“When I am implicated, I always fulfil. I am fully committed.”

“My commitment with the group is about proposing, expressing what I fell 
and helping my mates.”

“Do my best to improve the dynamic of the group.”

“When, in order for the project works well depends on what I have to do.”

“When it is needed. There are good moments, but we have to be conscious of 
the activity we are carrying out.”

Teachers from Andalusia in response to: How do participate, commit, and take respon-
sibility for?

“To participate is easier in a little area; outside this are, it is more compli-
cated.”

“To hold responsible with something that we have to avoid. If the project is 
more about action, there is not any problem for holding responsible.”

“It depends on the age.  At the beginning, the responsibility is still very diffi-
cult, but when they grow there is no problem.”

Teachers from Murcia in response to: How do participate, commit, and take responsi-
bility for?

“To participate: it would be action, facts, to be main actor. They discover it 
when they are in the Network, it is the only place they have for doing it.
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To hold responsible: they do it when they get the feedback. When they are 
conscious of what they do is useful.

Responsibility: they learn it here, too. Sometimes they even feel guilty of lea-
ving the group alone.”

But we also see that, little by little, these attitudes of responsibility are spreading and 
they are at different parts of the Network, according to youth, families and teachers. This 
generalization an indicator of what responsibility is emerging as a conduct, attitude, and 
value, although the rhythm of the girls and boys is different. 

Answers of teenagers from different networks in response to: To assume more responsibi-
lity in the Network is to assume more responsibility in our immediate environment? 

“Since I am in the Network, I am more involved in more issues. When they orga-
nize something and you are not part of it, it makes me jealous. You become more 
responsible. I was unable to stay at home taking care to my sisters and brothers 
before, but now I know that if I help in the Network, I have to help at home.” 
(Teenager from Murcia)

“You cannot be part of the Network and do not care about anything.”  
(Teenager from Murcia)

“You become aware and, in your daily life, you practise what you have learnt.” 
(Teenager from Region of Valencia)

“Now, we are more responsible, our parents say that, because we do not are 
conscious in the same way.”  
(Teenager from Region of Valencia)

“We have more responsibility, because we make our families aware. That helps 
us to value other actions outside from here.” (Youth from Region of Valencia)

“Now, I get on well with my sisters, I help more my little sister.”  
(Teenager from Region of Valencia)

“I am not really organized with my homework, but for the Network, I am 
always ready.” (Teenager from “Xarsa Solidaria” from Region of Valencia)

“Being responsible is little related to studies.”  
(Teenager from “Xarsa Solidaria” from Region of Valencia)
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2.2 Being conscious about the capacity to influence in the social environment 

This kind of activities generates and affirms the motivation through excitement28 and con-
fidence that things can change, and, at the same time, it offers opportunities to work on 
management of frustration. In addition, it boosts creativity for the change, because it 
contributes to cognitive development that uses as a base, causal and alternative thinking 
(what we have made reference before). These skills and attitudes are necessary bases for 
developing a caring and committed lifestyle. 

Impressions of teachers from Murcia: 

“They feel bigger, supportive, they build an idea of solidarity, they see its be-
nefit, and they consider new things. However, they have to be a minimum of a 
year if they want this to happen.”

“Another import thing for the group is to see results. Boys and girls have to 
be able to cause people´s reactions.” 

a) Motivation and frustration

To be conscious of changing things empowers people, and supposes a source of moti-
vation to commitment with justice and solidarity. If the feeling of powerlessness carries 
to helplessness, to paralysis or to indifference, we have to be able to generate changes 
facilities the way towards transformative and committed actions. 

Some impressions of teenagers from “Xarsa Solidaria” from Region of Valencia, and 
from the Network from Murcia about their changing experiences: 

“We put ourselves in their shoes (people who are suffering injustice) and we see that 
we have to do something, we can do something. They encourage us to continue.”

“You feel useful when you think that you thoughts are been listened. We have 
been able to prepare activities really fast, because we haven´t enough time or 
because it was something spontaneous.”

“When you talk about your experiences and you see how people are interested 
in, you realize that your experiences are useful.”

“Although we are a few, we can do useful things for our society.”

“You realize that you can do things that influence in changing your school.
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28  We have wanted to use the word used by youth “excitement” in the definition 2 and 3 from the dictionary DRAE “hope whose commitment seems 
attractive” and “complacency of a person, thing, area, etc.”



Teenagers, through their solidarity actions, experience that they can do things, and that 
those things have affect themselves and others: they discuss about topics related to po-
verty and exclusion. They organise activities of values education for schools, hospitals or 
residential centre and actions of awareness-rising on the streets or at schools open to 
the public. They cooperate with Entreculturas and with local organisations in different 
campaigns... And with of these things, they learn, grow up and transform their reality. 

In this regard, the programme is coherent with the targeted interventions of 
Social and Community Psychology understood as “a processes in which com-
munity stakeholders jointly develop capacities and resources to control their 
living situation, committing themselves to achieve transformations in their 
environment and at the same time transforming themselves”. 
(Montero 2003 in Gonçales Freitas, 2004)29

Moreover, they have to cope with frustration: sometimes, they cannot do what they want 
to, sometimes they do not do things as they want, sometimes they do not understand that 
what they have done it is what they wanted or it was not their objective. In this connection, 
to make this objective explicit to teachers is necessary, as well as to create training spa-
ces for identifying the correct tools to manage the frustration of teenagers.

Some impressions of teenagers from the Solidarity Network from Region of Valencia:

“It is a big injustice and I think about it all the time. I put myself in their 
shoes, trying to resolve their problems, but I am unable.”

“I should be able to do something, but sometimes I feel powerless.”

“There is a lot of injustice and I feel sad about it.”

“Life is difficult with all these differences; I feel anger and pain about this”

“I am sad, because, maybe, I should do more things to help and I don´t know 
how”

“I would like to be the boss o f the world to solve this situation; I feel frustra-
tion, not sadness.”

“I cannot remain standing still; I cannot sit down and feel bad about them. I 
have to be active and share what I feel with the others.”
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b) Creativity

Creativity is the great ally of transformation30. Any change or novelty success if it has not 
imagined before, anticipated as possibility. Girls and boys of the Network, in the reali-
sation of solidarity actions, found the space and time needed to exercise creativity. They 
imagine other possible and better spaces, and they invent different ways of reaching the-
se actions. 

However, in addition to transform the creativity is not enough, a purpose is needed. Ha-
ving always presented the sense of what and why it is done is important. In the realisation 
of solidarity actions, the purpose31, the trusted and the emotional security space (the 
group), and the process of these process (cognitive, emotional, behavioural, and spiritual) 
meet to develop the applied creativity to personal and social transformation. 

c) Evaluation of solidarity actions

Thus, the evaluation of solidarity actions plays an important role in the development of 
responsibility, and in the decision-makings of the capacity to influence the social environ-
ment. With regard to the responsibility, it helps to think about our attitudes in the develo-
pment of self-criticism. In addition, it is a way of appearing past conflicts, and overtaking 
them constructively. Moreover, we offer them analytic tools to reflexion about the eligibi-
lity of proposed activities related to the objective that they wanted to reach. Tools which 
enable them to explicit latent beliefs that will be good to work with them and to contrast 
their view about the activity´s result with the people who have participated. In this regard, 
the evaluation will be the best way of obtaining a better effort, and more objective when 
things have been okay; and also the way of having tools to learn from mistakes. 
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31 It understood as the young people’s motivation to help, to change things, to fight against injustice, to deal with the suffering, to identify with a big 
goal perceived as good, etc. and as senses that search through training and reflection.
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32 We come from the idea that education is no neutral. Conscious or unconsciously, it has always been a conveyor of values.  In this regard, Entre-
culturas, as we have already seen, specifies the values in which its educational programmes are based on, which are those that Entreculturas wants 
to transmit in its Document of Policies for Education for Development: solidarity, freedom, justice, equality, coexistence in diversity and importance 
(Documento de Políticas de Educación para el Desarrollo: solidaridad, libertad, justicia, igualdad, convivencia en la diversidad y trascendencia). 

33  We understand quality as the competence and rigor of conceptual contents, like the adequacy with teaching-learning methods. 
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 3   Quality of the training and value-based in-depth reflection32

The quality of training33 and the value-based in-depth reflection are other key points of 
the programme of the Youth Solidarity Network reach its objectives. The programme su-
ggests intensive moments of training (general for all the Network or specific for a local, 
regional, and centre level) that serves as bases for the making of solidarity actions, and 
that reinforces learning. 

3.1 Value-based in-depth and realization of values that we want to transmit 

It is really important that in these actions, they have to understand which are the values 
and basic message that they want to transmit, and, at this point, training has a key role. 
The role of the teacher, as well as the role of Entreculturas, becomes relevant to offer 
spaces and quality suggestions for this training.  

Teachers consider that the organisation of awareness-raising activities about subjects 
that we work with teenagers (social exclusion, equality, multiculturality, development, 
civic participation...) shows some difficulties, therefore training is fundamental. The in-
fluence of the age and of the maturity process in the deep-reaching reflexion also stands 
out, and they feel some trend to action, characteristic of these ages. However, it seems 
that they think that reflexion is always a part of the activity and they count on the help 
of some elements to value this. Nevertheless, the risk of wishing to appear an excessive 
activism in detriment of periods devoted to intensive training (they are more unhurried, 
and regular in the school calendar), and to reflexion about practice, that has to be done 
inside the centre. 

Teachers from Andalusia, Murcia and Region of Valencia in response to: Does youth 
knows what we want to transmit with the actions carried out? How we value that? 

“When they explain the Network to new people, we can see that they know 
about what they are talking about. The age is also important.”

“It depends on the ages, time of the process. For most of them, they want to 
enjoy, they are into action, and it depends on the maturity process.”

“They are really into action”



“Everything is not always clear, but key values do (commitment, solidarity, 
dedication, equality, and justice). We star from some principles that conform 
to activities we develop during the year.”

“Yes, they always reflect, and we teach courses to see what they want to trans-
mit and make, but it is always depends on the degree of reflection of the child. 
They usually work these areas with the technique or with teachers; some chil-
dren remember their teachers years after.”

“They don´t do things lightly, they know why they do that. If sometimes lose 
it, we have to help them to find the reason for. Formations in the group are 
determinant that have always to look for the reflection-action process, and to 
do things related to their environment.” 

 
Systematization has also brought to light how youth express their principles and key va-
lues related to what they want to transmit; and how this reflexion rises in complexity and 
depth, in so far as they are in the Network. Some testimonies form the “Rede Solidaria 
da Mocidade” (Network from Galicia), where we can find the course and time of girls and 
boys in the network. These testimonies show the evolution as an observed tend, however 
personal diversity is true.  

First or second year in the Network (12-14 years old) in response to: Do we know what 
we want to transmit with the actions carried out? We observe how the effect of their ac-
tions stresses in their personal benefit and in the benefit of other, as well as the idea of 
help and empathy: 

“We want everybody participates, to make ourselves more responsible and to 
help people who need it.”

“We want people to be happy with what we can offer and help them.”

“We want that people in need to be and feel better with us in thinking that 
what happen in some parts of the world.”

“We want peace all over the world. We want to help countries which 
need help. We want to be able to understand and to empathise with the 
others.”
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Third and fourth year in the Network (14-16 years old) in response to: Do we know what 
we want to transmit with the actions carried out? We observe how arguments linked to 
values, social transformation, knowledge, and awareness of reality start to appear: 

“We want people to be conscious about the world we live in.”

“Because it is necessary that someone makes those types of things to help 
people.”

“Because it is a moral question: we want to help people who need it.”

“Yes, because if not, it doesn´t mean anything. There are some people who 
doesn´t realize it, and some others think that it doesn´t mean anything. But 
when we explain to them, they understand that what we do is really valuable. 
And that step by step, we can reach a lot.”

Teenagers from high school and vocational training who have been in the Network for two and 
five years. There is a deepening in the elements prior, especially in the idea of social change: 

“We are clear about what we want to transmit: equality, solidarity... We want 
that other people be conscious about that our activities have double meaning 
of cooperating with other people. About the project, we think how to focus 
on, what we want to transmit and what the project is for us.”

“We want those people who see our work to be conscious about that with 
little changes can modify reality.”

“We want that our centre is conscious about together, a better world is possible.”

“We want that everybody changes, and people to be conscious about what 
happen in the world.”

 
While we have to keep working on the quality of training young people, it seems that 
training teachers is also a key factor, and the systematization maintains that those who 
accompany groups have to be clear with those values and messages. 

“We always have cleared that what we want to transmit are all our actions: 
the change is possible. We have it clear because it is the base of our personal 
philosophy.”
(Teachers from Galicia. 5 years in the Network)
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3.2 Relation between training and approach of the activities

As far as the approach of these activities, that we seemed it would be a good indicator of 
quality of training, it is important to adjust expectative to the maturity process, and to the 
teenagers´ learning. A better perspective and a greater depth in the solidarity actions 
approach is related to quality, and training, but not only to this. The continuity of girls and 
boys in the Network is very important, because learning process costs time, and we have 
noted that longer tame in the Network, a better change in the approach that underlies 
the undertaken actions is seen. 

In this regard, we have two conclusions: 

It is not only about participation in training activities, but about remaining longer in 
the Network, because the complexity of contents requires different approaches related 
to the different maturity periods of the person. Thus, in youth who has been less than a 
year in the Network, we note how complexity and the development of an oriented thin-
king raise. That is to say, the training quality depends on the training time, not only on its 
adaptation of contents or methods.  

We have to respect the process. At the beginning, youth can pose welfare and vertical ac-
tions, especially if the group is recently incorporate34, and they can seem self-sufficient. 
In response to this, we can and should question the quality of training moments, by it 
would be a mistake to attribute it all causality. At first, youth moves through an impulse 
to help, that is good and we have to value it. For this reason, in first and second year they 
raise welfare actions that seek “immediate” answer, though training offers them tools 
for advancing progressively towards justice and transformation approaches. These ac-
tions are not based on an analysis which values a determinate reality of exclusion using 
principles of justice, but the analysis remains at the first reaction of compassion, that is 
fundamental, as we have already seen at the introduction, and it is about being affected 
by others´ pain, and feeling the desire of doing something to remedy it. If youth stagnate 
in these approaches, without reflecting on equal dignity, and without deepening global 
and local causes of this situation and their crucial decisions in this regard, we risk of 
youth see their selves as “good people who can help those in need” without asking why 
they need it, if it is fair or not, without flouting of this situation, without feeling the bo-
osting international aid, and moral duty to change causes that underlines injustices. To 
validate these initial feelings and to receive them in any moment of the process, because 
they are positives and a necessary condition for reaching the objectives of the program-
me are very important. 
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34 It is important to recall that the groups of the network are multi-age groups. In the chapter 3 we refer to the conclusions about this fact. Please, 
take into account that, nowadays, it is possible that more juniors will be incorporated, thus the approach to action will easily be more detailed and 
enabling youth to learn faster.



35 Gil, F. Jover, G. Reyero, D. La educación de la sensibilidad solidaria desde la construcción de la memoria lúdica, in Teoría de la Educación Nº18, 
2006, pages 153-174. Ediciones Universidad de Salamanca. 

For girls and boys who start in the Network with twelve years (even with eleven 
years old) this is more frequent due to they have less information to understand so-
cial context, and they are also “training” their abstract thinking skill, which enables 
them to challenge norms and social models. For that reason, if we fix previous tes-
timonies, we can see an evolution in which the years of the Network, and the age of 
youth influence. 

“The vision of suffering awakes in children an essential attitude of mercy and 
solidarity for achieving the education of sensibility. According to our investi-
gation, this sense of solidarity is shown in them in an attitude focus on “fixing 
immediately” living conditions of those who suffer, without concentrating in 
the global solution of conflicts dealt or imagined.”35  

 
We have to invite them to reflexion, help them to go one step further, but without invali-
dating their initiatives, rather welcoming and accompanying to grow up. From third and 
fourth year, we see how those initial approaches gaining in depth. To illustrate this, we 
have the example of a young girl who has been in the Network and participated in the re-
cord of the first video of the Solidarity Network about its mission. At that time the activity 
that highlighted was one based on raising funds and helping Ecuadorian children. Today, 
she is a college student, volunteer in the branch office of Entreculturas in Alicante, and 
she provided this testimony: 

“My turning point was in 2006 with my first Assembly, that took place in 
Region of Valencia and there, we recorded the first video identifying the Net-
work. This made me realize that I was in the right track, and that I had said 
yes in the right moment, when they offered me to be part of the Network. In 
that video I offer an immature image of me with no knowledge of the world 
and myself. But I certainly know that it was an important day, because there 
my life really started.”

 
 
3.3 Difficulties during the training phase in multi-age groups  

Another interesting issue related to training, and which importance has highlighted 
this systematization is the fact that the groups of the Network are multi-age, as 
mentioned before in a footnote. After, we are going to talk about how this influen-
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ce on the learning process through relationships, but now we mention that this is 
a key factor for specific moments dedicate to training. We came to one relevant 
conclusion that it is based on the present good point is the division by age group 
(unlike we did before), because the difficulty of contents recommends to graduate 
and sequence them according to maturational abilities. This is compatible with 
training moments of the groups, where young and old youth take advantage of 
diversity.  

“Difficulties are more during the training phase. For example, like Agustín, 
who knows a lot of things, and sometimes training is a little bit repetitive for 
him... he sometimes feel that he doesn´t progress.”
(Teenager who participated in Xarxa from Region of Valencia and now he is a companion)

 
3.4 Training and development of empathy 

Moments of training mainstream the knowledge of the realities about injustice and exclu-
sion through videos, photos, testimonies, stories, and methodologies based on acting... 
Its main objective is to encourage a critical analysis of the reality, and to develop sympa-
thy. We are going to talk about sympathy at point 8. Now, we point out that those activities 
are more significant for youth. They usually place them at the time of “awakening”, “rea-
lising” and starting to “be aware”. 

Testimonies from youth related to their experiences during training: 

“We knew the South through the eyes of youth from Venezuela. It touched us, 
we lived another reality and we get close to it.”(It is relates to a meeting of 
youth with a youth movement from Venezuela). 
(Teenager from Murcia)

“A course in an Encounter made me realised about social reality in the world, 
and it motivated me to try to change it.”

“I jointed the Network because I saw a clip of Paraguay and because of my 
mum. I fought a lot with people and my mum though that this would be okay 
for me. The video was also about life bad conditions and needs of the country. 
The personality and serenity of these children impacted me. I really like the 
debate after the clip.”
(Teenager from Andalusia)
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“This video was a turning point in my career as a volunteer, I saw children 
of 8 years old working because their families didn´t have enough money. The 
mother took care of the little brothers.  ”
(Teenager of the Xarsa, Region of Valencia)

“Courses have given us ideas to carry activities out for our high school. At 
the afternoon meetings, we were conscious about the things that we can do 
to activate our centre.”
(Teenager of the Xarsa, Region of Valencia)
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 4   Relationships between young people and the role of the group  
       in the educational process

This kind of relationships between youth will settle motivation, implication and permanence in 
the groups down. Youth and teachers highlight some characteristics of these relationships. 

Impressions of the teachers from Region of Valencia, Andalusia, Murcia, and Galicia in 
response to: “What types of relationships are required inside the group to make teenagers 
involved in the programme?”:  

“Friendship relationships enable to feel safe in a confidence and respect at-
mosphere where help is the key role of each meeting.”

“Emotional relationships emerge through respect and affection between them. 
They have their own identity as a group.”

“Friendship, comradeship, implication, and commitment.”

“The feeling of belonging to a group.”

“Friendship, because they were friends already, or because they share things, 
they become friends, and they continue in the project, although there are 
specific circumstances where they are not friends, they have a group iden-
tity, and when they are inside the Network, they work together and share 
the common objective, then they do not have any relationship outside the 
Network.”

“An atmosphere where we can trust each other, comradeship, par-
ticipation, good environment... People who maybe do not ex-
press their selves as they are, they express their selves in the 
“Xarxa” (Youth Solidarity Network from Region of Valencia)... becau-
se mutual help relationships, comradeship, etc. are important.”  

Impressions of teenagers from Murcia and Region of Valencia in response to: “Which 
types of relationships must have a group to continue her or his involvement?”: 

 “Equality. Young people come, and older mates respect their ideas. They 
have to talk even though they tend to be less knowledgeable, and have less 
experience.” 
 (Teenager who participated in Xarxa from Region of Valencia)
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“There is a place with interesting people, where ideas are respected, based on 
friendship, where people are not marginalised, and everybody has something 
in common. When we join together with different people, we connect in a par-
ticular way, a different link is created, and we are people who share your ideas. 
The Network gives us the place to fulfil our objectives. Here we know how to 
deal with different issues without fighting; we create relationship with people 
who only meet in here. The Network is a place where we can be understood, 
it works as a relief, a way of express what we can’t express at home. I am with 
my friends and I am contributing something that can change things.”

“Respect... we get on well: we trust each other, friendship is created in all 
the activities, and that means strength to continue, we also want to continue 
doing things in the Network and participating.”

“You come here; you say what you think.... And somebody listen to you.”

“We don´t think the same, but we have the same objective.”
 
On the one hand, it is essential a good climate within the group where girls and boys are 
listened and accepted, and where relationship through fellowship and mutual help. 

“(...) it is very often the case that those youth who get involved in social pro-
jects are friendlier (...), susceptible to negotiations, with intent at better un-
derstanding of themselves and the others, with illusion for self-fulfilment and 
decision capabilities to engage with the project of human development.

These are indicators that the projects of youth participation are possible and 
tend to be more successful, while teenagers value own spaces where they can 
express their selves being valued, as most of the youth I have worked with say. 
They are those who when asked about what they like of the experience, they 
answer: “the fair treatment of facilitators and the opportunity of expressing 
and sharing with others mates while spending a good time.”36

According to youth from Galicia, these are some of the aspects that make them feel good 
in the group. Different samples of implication (to give ideas, to assume responsibilities, to 
strive, to attend, to work in groups, and to commit); others which make references to be 
listened, and accepted; and a third group related to joy, enthusiasm, and fun highlight. 
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Views of teenagers from Galicia: 

“When they amuse and enjoy with me, or when they count on me for carrying 
an action out. But also when we work hard and we make an effort for reaching 
a good action, and we get them. They have the same enthusiasm while wor-
king. They appreciate my ideas.”

“They are responsible, and we do little things that become big works.”

“We work together for achieving something. We work in groups. They are ha-
ppy and we are together. ”

“We all help and get involved for reaching the activities. They colla-
borate, I mean, they give their opinion, they respect my opinions, and 
they help me with them. They are always in the mood for going fur-
ther, and having new ideas. They get involve, and we share the work.”  

Thus, dynamics established by the group in the reception and integration of its members; 
diversity management, and decision making increase in importance. 

 
4.1 Leadership management and multi-age groups 

This is an issue that concerns teachers and the team of Entreculturas. The Youth Solidari-
ty Network is born as a programme that pretends to encourage the development of skills 
for youth social participation. It is not about boosting the leadership skills of those natu-
ral leaders of the groups, because it can generate exclusionary dynamics. The Network 
does not choose its members, but they are those who decide to participate voluntarily. 

However, it is not an impediment for determining that there are teenagers in the groups 
who take a natural leadership that can be good or bad. When one or two people or a small 
group leader decision making and execution of activities in an exclusive manner, that is 
to say, attracting participation, is negative. 

This undermines chances of growth for others and it can potentially affect negatively their self-
respect. It has been identified some factors that can sometimes boost this type of dynamics: 
the presence of an influent subgroup inside the Network that, due to their age and permanence 
in the programme, has developed some skills and has, somehow, the identity of the group. The 
pressure that the educator has to do her or his best in the development of the activities can 
strength this situation (for example, those who talk better in public, usually have more accurate 
ideas). It is positive when it is oriented to the development of the group, without monopolize the 
leading role, and when it is based on companion relationships and mutual help. 
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Impressions of teachers from the Networks of Andalusia, Region of Valencia, Murcia and 
Galicia about the skill development for participation and leaderships in these groups: 

“Yes, (they develop skills for social participation) they are able to talk in pu-
blic thanks to the Network. They can join with other schools and with people 
with different ideas. Youth from the Network have “an educated look”, they 
see reality in a different way. The project creates social skills, a feeling of com-
mon objective; by working in groups they know that there are more people 
like them. They are able to organize others who are not from the Network.”

“There are youth who get more involve, and they finish being leaders.”

“It depends on who is the leader, because there are positive and negative 
leaders.”

“We encourage social participation, although there always are people who 
“influence” others (in this regard, they are positive leaders).”

“It used to be adults or leaders who pull the group.”

“They obviously have more strategies and social skills. We have seen how di-
fferent people have worked some leadership among mates.”

“It depends on the groups, usually they encourage two parts, natural leaders 
are created, but not by the process itself.”

 
When you ask girls and boys about issues related to leadership (how we decide in 
group, how youth of all ages live in cohabitation), answers is always in tune with 
mutual cooperation, dialogue and learning, which indicates that positive leaders-
hip is present. However, we found some testimonies that alert us about this issue 
due to, as we have said before, in case where there are exclusionary dynamics, 
they undermine learning chances and self-esteem of those who do not have a 
leader role. 

Impressions of youth of the “Xarxa” from Region of Valencia about the leadership in the 
groups: 

“There are people who have more ideas, more voice, and more skills, and we 
tend to focus more on them.”

“There are people who are able to communicate clearly.”
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“I think that all of us are the main role of the Network, because we are a group 
who fight together to help people, to raise the awareness... Everybody is the 
main role, because I know that without the collaboration of the group, we 
have not reached all we have done.”

 
Thus, the role of teachers is a key factor. It is important to encourage all to talk and parti-
cipate in the decision-making. It is also important to guide them in the work-distribution 
enabling everybody to participate along the course, and especially to strength everybody 
in every step they take during their learning process; hereof the development of one per-
son does not hide the rest. As we will see in the challenges, one of the tasks for the next 
phase are going to be to offer a good training for those teachers who accompany groups 
for the management of leadership. 

The majority view is that multi-age groups are richness, although those who are seniors 
in the group can exercise a negative leadership, as we have mentioned before, has been 
stressed in the same way. However, there is an agreement, supported by youth and tea-
chers, on that the opportunities offered overcome the difficulties that multi-age groups 
can involve. One of the most relevant advantages is the enrichment that can it can carry. 
Most of the times, the leadership of the seniors is positive. Juniors found in seniors a re-
ference pattern. Due to that fact, seniors feel strengthened and they develop some skills 
and attitudes of empathy, solidarity, and mutual help towards newcomers. 

Nevertheless, we have to be careful on how these relationships are channelled to avoid a 
paternalist attitude from the seniors which does not stop their participation and growth 
of juniors. In this regard in the process of systematization, some interesting experiences 
have been pointed out: 

Impressions of teachers from Andalusia, Murcia and Galicia about the question: What are 
the opportunities and difficulties of working in so heterogeneous groups?:  

“Mutual enrichment, the seniors are the patterns, but, at the same time, the 
juniors feel ashamed”. 

“More difficulties to focus on the topics, about all groups of high school”. 

“In the encounters, seniors can realize that the average is younger and that 
makes them take back”.

“Seniors sometimes can be the limit for juniors and not let them participate; 
jealousy arises because of taking on the leading role”.
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“It creates a disconnection in groups, more knowledge in the seniors than in 
the juniors. But, if there were only seniors it would not be continuity; howe-
ver, even having problems of organization, juniors learn from seniors. The 
problem is that juniors can be easily less motivated”.

“If in one year there are more “news”, seniors usually leave because they 
don´t identify with the group anymore. As long as the age gap between the 
news and the seniors is bigger, this happens”. 

“To see that everybody can contribute and interlink beyond the age are some 
opportunities. On the other hand, to delimitate their responsibilities and to 
limit the type of activity are some difficulties”.

 
Impressions of teenagers from Murcia and Galicia about the question: What are the op-
portunities and difficulties of working in so heterogeneous groups?:  

“Seniors can help to convey ideas; the problem is that they can replace us. We 
have to break the limits of ages. In addition, in groups where there are diffe-
rences it is easier to make them feel unhappy and they can set aside”.

“It is indifferent. I learn from their experience and enthusiasm. I learn things 
from them and it doesn´t have to end with the age. They are more responsi-
ble and mature. They help me and understand me. I think that it is a way of 
helping me to mature and of leaving my innocent back. They know what they 
do. I feel safe with them and I know that they take it seriously. I follow their 
example. If I don´t know something, they teach me. They are funny. I make 
friends. They can help me with everything”.

 
Impressions of teenagers from Galicia and Region of Valencia about the question: What 
are the opportunities and difficulties of working in so heterogeneous groups?:  

“They give lots of ideas and they catch our joy. We have different ways of thin-
king. I feel that the world and the mind-set are changing. They give more naïve 
ideas and we can see thinks from a different perspective. I can help them. It 
reminds me when I was their age. I see how they develop their way of thinking 
and I also help them. I feel that they grow up faster. I know new different ways 
of thinking that I didn´t have at that age”. 
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4.2 Identity and belonging 

Other very important aspect is the need to strength the cohesion of the group through 
working the identity and the development of a sense of belonging. As we know, the deve-
lopment of identity is a key process in this phase and the main resource of information of 
this identity are the roles and the values that these youth assume. Reference groups play 
a key role during this process, because mates are “an emotional support, model and au-
dience for each other to reach the testing of conducts” (Gonçales de Freitas, M. 2004)37. 

“(…) Roles and values constitute the principal source of identity training, in 
which reference groups play an important role”.38 

 
Thus, the characteristics of groups where teenagers choose to join one of them, such as 
values and roles that they assume for belonging to a group, will be inputs for the creation 
of their own identity, a lasting tasks which will consume a good deal of their energy. 

In this way, if they choose belonging to a sport club, they will see them as sportswoman or 
sportsman and they will assume some of the groups´ values (effort, sportsmanship, self-im-
provement…); if they choose to become part of a solidarity group, the same does not hold true. 

“Members of a same teenager group share beliefs, attitudes, conducts and 
ideas about life and society. Thus, a group is different from other due to the 
fact of ideology, beliefs, activities carried out, music, stereotypes of physical 
appearance, clothing, hairstyle, etc.” 39

 
Accordingly, there are many studies which have focused on the influence of groups in 
acceptance of risky behaviour (drugs, teen violence, etc.), ignoring the fact that for many 
teenagers the group plays a fundamental positive supporting role (Fuentes, M.J. 2005)40. 

However, in the area of education there are many experiences that, from the nineteenth 
century, have been bases on groups of children to enable the education of positive values 
and the personal growth (Contreras, Y. 1995)41, because the same mechanisms by which 
groups with risky ideologies and behaviours can have negative influence, those that are 
based on positive values and behaviours for oneself and for the society produce a very 
positive influence. That is why, to reinforce a positive identity of the group, in such a way 
that they want to be part of the group, is very important. 
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Impressions of teachers about how the girls and boys of the network perceive their selves 
and how their mates see them:

“Youth from the Network feel different and they are proud of it, they receive 
recognition from their mates who admire them and target them as example. 
Youth from the Network offer another option to their mates, many ask to their 
teachers “can I?”. Youth from the Network create a positive peculiarity, as the 
minorities that do something”. 

 
 
4.3 Influence of the opinion from others teenagers outside of the Solidarity Network 

Accordingly, there are two issues to consider: the role that families and the school play 
(which we will explain in chapter 6) and the influence of what others teenagers of their 
environment who are not in the Network think. 

As we have seen, it seems that friendship relationships strengthen the integration in the 
group, whether the group of the Network is created from a group of friends or from the 
group new ties of friendship are established. But, what happen if my friends are not in the 
Network? How what the others think about me affect me? For youth how the others see 
them is very important. On the one hand, they think that friends that are not in the Network 
appreciate the value of being part of the group. However, this impression coexists with the 
feeling that they are “weird”. Thus, when the group is not strong enough, those youth with 
less group pressure resistance can abandon the group. Hence, the importance of the group, 
of belonging to a network and of the encounters as tools, as is explained in chapter 7. As we 
will see in the part referred to difficulties and challenges, to strength more youth towards 
group pressure and to reflect about this topic is one of the issue that we should address.  

Impressions of teenagers from Region of Valencia, Murcia, Andalusia and Galicia about the 
question: What influence the opinion of your mates who are not in the Network has?: 

“My mates have the same illusion as me. Some of them say that is good, others 
that it is useless”.

“(They say that) it is a folly, but I don´t care. Some of them say that is for idiots”. 

“They don´t understand me”. 

“I will do it as well, I mean being supportive. I try to convince them, talking 
calmly. I found out things and I talk with them”. 
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“I would continue to help. I will keep helping, it is before everything else; for 
me, ethical and moral and religious values are the most important and I will 
always defend them and I will fight for their fulfilment because I think that 
they are fair”.

“I will do it as well because everybody has her o his way of thinking and I res-
pect it and I hope mutual respect”. 

“Others opinions doesn´t change our attitudes, because we know what we 
want”. 

“On the one hand, it would affect me (a negative opinion), but on the other 
hand, I don´t care because I think that to belong to Entreculturas is some-
thing very important”. 

“They also say that we are like a “sect”, but we don´t care because our satis-
faction is bigger”. 

“Some opinions influence a lot. Maybe your friends think that you are losing 
your time and some decide to give the Network up… they couldn´t bear it”.

“It also depends on the size of the group, if the group is big they are stron-
ger… and then if they tell you “what a freak!” you care less”. 

“This year I have discovered that some pupils of the school see us like crazies 
and they laugh at us, when that happens I am looking forward to do more 
activities”. 

“Some people don´t care about that and other people bothers it, because they 
like the activities”.
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5   Relationship between young people and accompanying adults,  
      the role of the teacher and the style of accompaniment

Along previous chapters, we have given brush strokes of what would be the role of the 
educator as companion of the groups of the Youth Solidarity Network. In this chapter, we 
try to bring order into what it is said before, as well as try to take some notes of later chap-
ters. Furthermore, we broaden our thinking in characterising the types of relationship 
established between educator and youth. We are starting by this latter consideration: 

5.1 Characteristics of the relationship between educators and youth

The Network supposes a change in the traditional model of teachers-youth relationship, 
because the adult who accompanies the process has to be a facilitator of an active role 
with regard to each youth of the group. In the words of Paulo Freire, we can describe the 
relationship between the group´s companion and their participants as follows: 

“The teacher is no longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is him-
self taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn while being taught also 
teach. They become jointly responsible for a process in which all grow. In 
this process, arguments base on “authority” are no longer valid; in order to 
function, authority must be on the side of freedom, not against it.”42

 
From the Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm, the relationship between teachers and students 
is considered as a key factor, due to the big influence on the younger ones. 

“How a teacher relates to students, how a teacher conceives of learning, how 
a teacher engages students in the quest for truth, what a teacher expects of 
students, a teacher´s own integrity and ideals, all of these have significant 
formative effects upon student growth.”43

 
It should be taken into account that this programme is usually carried out in the framework 
of schools44, although it occupies extracurricular spaces. That is to say, those who accom-
pany these groups in the afternoon or in the breaks will see themselves in math, language, 
and history class in a more conventional framework45. This change of roles sometimes 
supposes a difficulty for teachers and this is expressed. 
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Testimonies of teachers from Galicia, Andalusia, and Murcia in response to the factors 
that can difficult their relationship with teenagers:

“The difficulty is the fact of being a teacher and a pupil, because maintaining 
appropriate distances daily in the school can be an impediment.”

“We have to know to delimit spaces with pupils. There are some advantages if 
you are a teacher of the same group, but there are also disadvantages, becau-
se we have to know how to limit spaces, but at the same time there is a better 
confidence and implication, and motivation is easier.”

“Not being able to disconnect when you are the teacher, when you are in the class 
is one difficulty. It is difficult to change the role, and especially to make them un-
derstand this change, because sometimes they mix limits and spaces up.”

 
And it is due to the framework of the Network reduces the distance; relationships in a 
more horizontal level are established. Teachers become a facilitator for the youth group 
to assume the leadership needed. Despite these difficulties, teachers think that a more 
horizontal relationship is very positive. They are conscious about this approaches youth to 
reference models and, in addition, this results really rewarding. 

Impressions of teachers from Galicia, Andalusia, and Region of Valencia in response to 
the factors that can facilitate their relationship with teenagers:

“Proximity, putting in their shoes (empathy) helps.”

“Work in equality and proximity in relationships respecting individual diffe-
rences.”

“It changes the way of thinking: you are a teacher, and then you become an ac-
companiment of the group. It is a closer relationship, with more confidence.”

“Youth should feel closer to the teacher, because she or he changes her or his 
image depending on the field.”

“A teacher who is a real leader can sometimes difficult, because that can take 
children away, and at the same time, a less leader teacher can be bad.”

“Youth have to feel that you are with them.”

“Seeing so many youth together impacted me a lot, and I really liked it.”
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“I feel much satisfaction with the Network, and every day I learn a lot with 
the youth.”

“Teachers create a work group, and we carry our educational believes out.” 
 
One of the most exciting discovers has been listening to youth talking about their teachers. For 
the youth, they are a way of life. Youth admire and love them for spending the time with them 
and for they coherence. And especially they trust them and they fell they are understood. 

What do you value about your companion in the groups? Impressions of teenagers from 
Galicia, Region of Valencia and Andalusia:

“They value all the effort and work that they do to enable us to carry our ac-
tivities out. They commit with us. Their excitement, their willingness to do 
things, and the way they transmit us these characteristics. They ask for our 
opinion to carry a project out, and they ask us if we agree with it. They help 
us to resolve our doubts, and they are always positive. Their willingness to 
improve and to change the things that happen is important.”

“He shares our same ideas. He helps us, listens to us, and gives us ideas to reach 
what we want. In addition, he not only does it to make us cooperate in the activi-
ties, but to help those who need it. He helps us to do make our activities real.” 

“Guillermo is really confident, and he is with us.” 

“Jorge is very close and friendly, he makes us feel more comfortable, and he 
helps us to organize to facilitate our integration.” 

“Apart from teachers, they are people.” 

“He addresses us as we were friends, not as teacher-pupil.” 

“There is familiarity, they are open, and they understand us... Their advices 
are always good, and they tell us what they have already lived.” 

“They let us do more things. We are those who give the ideas, and then our 
teachers help us to shape what we have proposed. They are very empathic, she 
was our teacher, and there are no secrets with her. ” 

“We are very proud of teachers and instructors that we have had, they are like 
my family. They are funny and they get used to everything.” 
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5.2 Role of the educator and style of accompaniment

In respect of the role of the educator and of the style of accompaniment, as we have seen, 
to hand over its prominent role to youth is really important by trusting them and the edu-
cational process: maybe, at the beginning, they have less initiative, they are not too self-
sufficient for organizing, they are shy when they speak in public, or they have misguided 
or incomplete ideas. But, we have to leave them some space to learn from the experience 
itself: otherwise, the programme will be far from realizing its potential. 

“(...) It is then the role of the teacher to see that the opportunities are provi-
ded that will challenge the imagination and exercise the will of the students to 
choose the best possible course of action to flow from and follow up on what 
they have learned. What they do as a result under the teacher´s direction, while 
it may not immediately transform the world into a global community of justice, 
peace and love, should at least be an educational step in that direction and 
toward than a goal even if it merely leads to new experiences, further reflections 
and consequent actions within the subject are under consideration.”46

 
We come back to the initial idea of the project: to see teenagers as active subjects of social 
change towards justice and global solidarity. At the adolescence, confluence three factors 
that enables to focus educational intervention this way: development of abstract thinking, 
the need to challenge the social values and norms, and the need of independence. 

“(...) The opinion of teenagers on their experience interests and owns ex-
pectations, of others and of their surroundings, makes them potential social 
actor. As long as professionals assume an attitude of dialogue for respect, we 
could catalyse this process of social responsibility.”47

 
Does it mean that they have to do whatever they want? Not always, and not necessarily in 
the first way that comes to mind. That is to say, one of functions of an adult who accompa-
nies is, as we have already seen, to set limits, if it is needed. Sometimes is clearly neces-
sary: when what is posed can put their safety at risk, when it goes against the rules of the 
school, etc. There are others less clear: when to do something in a way that is not going to 
work is posed, when they want to assume a bigger responsibility, when they address quite 
complex issues... Here is the vague border between the limit of confidence and its limit. 
In these cases, it is recommended to explicit these concerns with the group and to help 
girls and boys to think about the adequacy of what is raised, imaging and valuing different 
alternatives. It is highly likely that a good solution for all of us will be reached. 
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Impressions of teachers from Galicia, Andalusia, Region of Valencia, and Murcia about 
the role of the group, and the type of accompaniment:  

“It hampers the wanting to organize activities with the teacher. That the tea-
cher always proposes thing, and the group was passive to the initiatives.”

“It facilitates to leave individualism aside, and that enables the registration of 
more youth. They feel useful, they make decisions...”

“We recognise that the youth of our group usually are really guided by us. 
However, day by day they take the control, maybe they feel more confident 
now that it has been some years, and they have lived experiences.”

“A series of skills is needed; it supposes a change of thinking very difficult. 
Our society doesn´t educate in decisions-making, negotiation, listening... it 
is complicate to pose activities that aren´t lived in the educational field. If we 
want to raise this kind of dynamic, it is supposed a crash with the work made 
in the class before. ”

“It is about giving substance to those thing that the group propose, they have 
to propose activities to the others youth. They have to lose the reference of 
the teacher.”

“Many times teachers complicate the situations, because programming requi-
res patience and we are afraid of abandoning the group project, that they lose 
the reference of the teacher.”

“No group of the Network works if a teacher tries to impose what the teacher 
thinks or wants to do.”

Teenager from Murcia about the characteristics that has to have a companion from the Network 

“In order for the relationship and the work to be good, it has to be an open 
teacher, with ideas and urge for innovation, not really steering, with the ability 
of attracting young people, and communicative.”

 
In any case, in case of doubt, to do things in one way or not will always be better than 
“replacing” in the process or reduce its intervention reduce to a symbolic role (Hart, 
R. 1993)48. What we have to ensure are spaces with the necessary conditions to be 
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able to coverage, autonomously, their own initiatives. Spaces where the “social actor” 
capacity of teenagers will be a contribution and not a threat (Gonçales de Freitas, M. 
2004)49. That is to say, maybe there is a group that has not been ready yet to organize 
and activity where the “result pressure” (because of the importance that it has for 
the school, for its public dimension, etc.) is very high, but we are certain that some 
activities have come to their mind or we can suggest them others where they can find 
that space. 

Furthermore, it can also be good that the educator considers if she or he can in-
crease her or his extend of reliance. Youth are often able to do more than we can 
imagine, especially when we trust on them and they have the help needed. And 
here comes another issue in the systematization: the expectation that we will see 
as follows. 

Finally, as we have already seen, another of the main tasks of the educator during this 
process is to management constructively the leadership that is in the group naturally, 
and which promotes the growth of all members of the group. That is to say, we have to 
avoid their change into individual and restrictive showings off or their impediments to stop 
other´s learning opportunities.  

 
5.3 The importance of the expectations

The expectations that we have of each youth, and group have a big impact over their 
learning process, as Rosenthal and Jacobson indicate in the classic “Pygmalion in 
the Classroom”50. 

“Teacher expectations can refer to positive (success) or negative effects 
(to anticipate the failure). In this regard, Rogers suggests that negative 
attitudes seem to be more successful than the positive ones in his pupils, 
because people are more susceptible to negative evaluations than to posi-
tive evaluations”.51
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In general, as we have seen, the perception of youth is that the educators who ac-
company them trust them. And we see how, as far as teachers have expressed, they 
feel proud of the girls and boys who participate in the Network. All of this makes us 
think that in this regard there is a positive factor: in other words, teachers have high 
levels of positive expectations of trust in girls and boys, youth notice like this, and 
they answer what is expected.

However, there are some testimonies that alert us about this topic. We also find that so-
metimes the expectations about the capacity of youth to have initiatives and to carry them 
out are low. That is why we think that we have to focus more on the process idea, within 
the meaning of the latter idea, because understanding it this way is going to help us to 
adjust our expectations. 

Some impressions of teenagers from Galicia and Murcia about expectations of teachers: 

“The teacher is really responsible. He sometimes exasperates because we 
don´t reach our goals. He waits a lot from us and from the team that I know 
that we sometimes disappoint him. ”

“What we really want it that the teacher trusts us and helps us. If you don´t 
believe in your group, forget it.”

“(Teenager) we don´t like stressful teachers who beat them up: when the tea-
cher complains and says that he could have done something better.” 

 
However, we have to take into account that the programme starts from a teena-
ger conception more focused on its capabilities and potential than on the risks 
or negative characteristics that sometimes most adult culture see in this age 
girls and boys. This first approximation generally makes that those who are in-
volved in the programme have a positive conception of teenagers to those who 
accompany them. 
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6   The influence of other factors on the educational community: family and school

 
6.1 Educational establishment 

Another element that has enabled to confirm the systematization and that has already 
come to light in the first external evaluation of the Network52 is the importance that the 
educational establishment has in relation to their support and implication in the process. 
This is due to a number of good reasons, but here it is important for us to point out how 
this influences girls and boys learning. 

An involved school that, not only formally includes the Youth Solidarity Network in 
its Educational Project and it consents research, but that values and strengthens 
it actively: 

• Explains to the teaching staff, mothers, fathers, and rest of educational community in 
the objective of the Network and its importance.   

• Encourages, appreciates, and values the work of teachers who accompany groups. 

• Provides place and time for carrying the project out. 

• Recognizes the capacity of participation of pupils, and the school integrates it in diffe-
rent educational designs for solidarity and awareness-raising made by the educational 
establishment, with all its consequences. 

• Accepts group initiatives, and it integrates them in the education programming. 

• Appreciates and values the role of youth. 

With all of this contributes to reinforce the process of youth because of: 

• Girls and boys feel recognized and valued by their schools, which presupposes an in-
centive for participating. 

• Groups feel empowered by experimenting that they have a role in school life, that the 
school relies on them, and that they can contribute something to coexistence and to the 
educational process. 

• Groups receive more information when evaluating their actions, with the importance 
that it has, as we have seen before. 

• Mothers and fathers know the project better, which is also relevant for teenagers.  
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Teenagers and teachers from an Andalusia school who talk about one of the activities 
performed: 

“All the school focus on the same objective: the others! Get a better academic 
atmosphere. We want a stronger consolidation and recognition from the lea-
dership team. It is very important that the schools get involved, because that 
makes us feel less alone. The implication of one father from the School is also 
relevant. The participation of some parents and the creation of workshops 
motivate a lot.” 

 
Testimony of an Andalusia boy who participated in the Youth Solidarity Network about 
the importance of the recognition of the school when facing group pressure: 

“Although people who are in the network were sometimes a little bit weird, 
we feel important for having this role in schools, and that helps us to be 
less weird.”

 
6.2 Families 

In relation to families, it is interesting to note how systematization has emphasized three 
patters of perceiving the Youth Solidarity Network from mothers and fathers, the two 
opposite sides that are less present: 

1. Ignorance of the programme´s objectives, and some indifference to the participation 
of their children. 

2. Positive evaluation of the participation in the Network. 

3. Perception of the Network as a “dangerous” place that can influence religious and 
ideological issues. 

On the whole, families are most often valued by the positively participation in the Net-
work. In some cases, it is translated into an active promotion of the participation of 
their children. Most of the youth think that their parents are proud of them because of 
participating in such organization. However, studies are the priority issue for mothers, 
and fathers. 
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Teenagers from Galicia and Region of Valencia in response to the question: What my 
parents think about being in a group and making solidarity actions? 

“They are proud of me helping other people in such a task.”

“It is a good action to do, because I develop as a person.”

“It is good for me. They want me to continue in it because there are always 
thing to do... My parents help me and give me ideas to do in the Network.”

“They say that this favours me, but it cannot take me time from other 
activities.”

“They like it, but they think that it is too much, because it takes me time from 
studies.”

“It is a good way of helping, and it helps us to be more responsible. To help 
those who need it is a good idea. They take it into account, because less 
people want to do what we actually do, and they are happy with it. It is an 
interesting activity, and they agree with the idea of helping people.”

“They don´t care.” 

“My mother is happy, and so does my father.”

“My parents feel that I do a lot of things and that I get involved too much. For 
them studies go first.”

 
Impressions of teachers from Region of Valencia, Murcia, Andalusia, and Galicia about 
the valuation that parents did of the programme: 

“Parents start knowing what the Xarxa is (Network from Region of Valencia). 
Some parents have told me that they are proud of their children for belonging 
to the Network.”

“A lot of parents support the project, because of that they even choose the school. 
Although if their children fail exams, they don´t let them be in the Network.”

“A mother in a meeting raised her hand and said: “What Xarxa is?” and that 
was really positive. Then in the 25th anniversary of the high school, she read 
a statement, and said that in the high school, human values are worked. It was 
like the recognition from some parents.”
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“From what I heard, they are proud and in conformity with the fact of their 
participation. They see that more and more people are getting involved, and 
they should be happy because their children are trying to change and improve 
our world.”

“We actually don´t have a direct contact with their parents, but we know that 
they are happy of their participation in this type of activities because of the 
days that parents have come to our meetings.”

“There is no impression, parents sometimes don´t know anything. Maybe we 
might inform them more, because they often see it like a waste of time or they 
don´t like the religious influence of the Network.”

“Parents support the Network, even they don´t let them go out if they let them 
go to the group.”

“It is very positive. Parents are really happy about the belonging of their chil-
dren of the Network from the school, and they value it. For us, teachers, that 
is a sign of support and they value what we do.”

“There are two types of parents: the ones who are really critic, who 
don´t agree with the project or who don´t trust the Network, and who 
don´t let their children go to meetings or to belong to the Network. The 
other type are those who are really happy with it, because they think 
that it is something positive for their children or because like this they 
are entertained.”

 
The positive evaluation of families, expressing this sense of “pride”, feeds a posi-
tive image back to teenagers about their selves, as well as a clear message about 
the expectations of their mothers and fathers in relation to values and conducts 
that they want for their children. And this related to the voluntary choice made by 
youth, and that is an important part of their interest, that is to say, it is not an ex-
ternal pressure that likely to create rejection, especially at these ages. In this way, 
relationships, expectations, self-concept, self-esteem, shaping life styles are rein-
forced positively: they perceived their selves as supportive and committed people, 
which is reinforced by agreeing in the same expectations, and in the positive eva-
luation made by their families; which increase self-esteem and contribute to create 
an identity that projects prosocial lifestyle model.  
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“(…) The problem of self-concept during adolescence is complicated. (…) The 
new cognitive capacities of the adolescence and new biological and psycho-
logical realities of teenagers (corporal changes, new ways of relationships, 
need to take decisions that are going to design their future, new demands and 
requirements from those around them, etc.), will make arise a problem that 
is not related with the description of oneself in the eyes of the others when it 
is needed (self-concept) anymore, but it is related with the goal of integrating 
her or his past, present, wishes and futures goals into a coherent and reaso-
nable whole. Now, the problem is to answer the questions from oneself for 
the purpose of knowing oneself, knowing who want to be and what things are 
more important, significant or valuable; it is also for the purpose of her or his 
ideas, values and beliefs”.53 

 
That is why seems important to reinforce the behaviour that families have of the progra-
mme through: 

- Presentation of the project through parents’ association, direct communication between 
Entreculturas on the occasion of assemblies, meetings and communications inside the 
school. 

- Programming educational responses where youth assume an awareness-rising role of 
their families, as well as a role that boosts values and attitudes focused on the family 
background. 
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53  Palacios, J. Desarrollo del yo, in López, F. Fuentes, MJ. Etxebarria, I. Ortiz, MJ. (coords.) Desarrollo afectivo y social. Pirámide, Madrid, 2005.
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 7   The importance of knowing that they are part of a big movement 
       for a global transformation

Another key factor of the programme that we have identified in this systematization and 
previous evaluations is to offer youth a bigger benchmark space related to cooperation 
and social movements that enable change towards fairer development models based 
on global high rights. This will facilitate the experience of exercises of a cosmopolitan 
citizenship. 

The Youth Solidarity Network, with its difference levels (local, regional, national, and in-
ternational) offers the possibility of meeting youth from other schools, regions or coun-
tries with which they share values and curiosities, as well as the feeling of belonging to 
something bigger which links them with committed citizenship in international coopera-
tion for development. 

Some testimonies of teenagers of the Networks from Andalusia, Region of Valencia, 
Murcia and Galicia in this regard: 

“One doesn´t know what the Network is until she or he is involved in it. It is 
something that changes people. 2005 was my first year and I learnt to share 
my thoughts.”

“It helps us to open out horizons and to socialize with people who think 
like us.” 

“The National Encounter changed my life, not only because I met a lot of 
people, but I realised that the utopia that I had in mind was becoming real 
without realising it. Many of us have felt something inside that made us leave 
our past behaviour and improve some skills. During these years, I have met a 
lot of people who have changed me, who have managed to become important 
to me, and who have made me grown as a person. The world is full of people 
who can do what they really want to, they only have to believe in their selves. 
Something is impossible if you don´t try.”

“My first Assembly was in Alicante in November 2008 was a huge impact, for 
me. Just after leaving the bus, I realized that more than 100 people were sin-
ging, dancing, laughing, and thinking together.”

“There was a debate where I could share my feelings with other people. I sha-
red some time full of smiles of unknown people. I discovered that we aren´t 
alone, that we aren´t mad.”
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“We saw for the first time the meeting at the start of the academic course in 
the Network. We didn´t know exactly what the Solidarity Network was, but 
we decided to participate. We didn´t know that people of our ages were doing 
those thing in their schools and high schools. That encourages us to partici-
pate this year in the Network.”

“In this meeting, we could realise that we aren´t only a group of youth in our 
high school, but we belong to a big network, because each one who were the-
re represented a number of participates who couldn´t go.”

 
To life this experience of “being part of something bigger”, we count on four key tools: 
local activities (carried out jointly with groups of different schools), regional assemblies, 
global meetings, and international projects (carried out by schools or concrete networ-
ks). We will refer mainly to assemblies and encounters, because they are the most com-
mon at Networks.  

Teachers from Andalusia talking about the I Solidarity Youth Network Global Encounter: 

“This experience (I Solidarity Youth Network Global Encounter) has given a 
lot of energy, because it makes people feel part of something bigger, and in-
fluence on moving towards your beliefs.” 

“It was a before and an after, because it let youth feel part of a big thing. It 
was useful for youth and teachers to be aware of what they were doing, and 
this gives them a push.”
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7.1 Regional Assemblies and Global Encounters

Regional Assemblies and Global Encounter have been the most valuated tools in the eva-
luation made before the systematization by the participants of the programme: 

Graphic Effect principle resources  – “Ciudad Planeta” Campaign.

Graphic Assemblies and encounters of the Youth Solidarity Network: suit to needs and 
purposes – “Ciudad Planeta” Campaign.
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In the assemblies and, especially in the Global Encounters54, they recognize the diversity 
between groups, they keep in mind that they share attitudes with other people and there 
are mutual learning environments through shared experiences. 

But above all else, these are moments when identity and motivation are reinforced. Those 
youth, who feel “weird” at their schools, as we have seen in chapter 4, realize that there 
are girls, and boys with whom they have many things in common and it strengthen them 
to face group pressure in their places of origin. 

Some testimonies of teenagers from Murcia, Andalusia and Region of Valencia about 
experiences from Regional Assemblies and Global Encounters:

“The National Encounter helped us to open our horizons and to engage with 
people who think like us.”

“We learned to never give up because there are more people like you (Valen-
cia, referred to in the document of the II Global Encounter). This motivated 
us to reach the goal that we have.” 

“It has been a privilege to come. We think that we are little people that toge-
ther we can change the world little by little.” (Referred to I Assembly of the 
Network in Galicia, 2004). 

“It was a dynamic day. The number of people there caught my attention, es-
pecially, to see that they also wanted to do the same as us… ” (Referred to III 
Assembly of Galicia, youth from the high school IES Agra do Orzán). 

“In these days (they have gone flying), I took ideas to continue (or to try, at 
least) to improve the world. It was really comforting to see that there are a lot 
of people with the same concerns, we are not alone.” 

 
There are also spaces that make us aware of the dimension of the Network, in both num-
ber of people involved and its territorial extent. 

54  See the description of Assemblies and Global Encounters in the description of the programme (Unit I). 
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7.2 Direct and horizontal relations with youth from similar Latin American movements 

During the systematization process we have realized of the importance that the oppor-
tunity of knowing and having shared experience with youth who live in Latin America and 
who participate in similar movements has. In two directions: 

On the one hand, for the establishment of horizontal relations with people from 
countries whose realities get close with different activities, and with they want 
to collaborate, to break stereotypes helps them a lot, and took them from the 
design of vertical assistance to place them in an equal basis where everyone 
learns from one another. In this regard, it is important to integrate experience 
and views of youth about migrant people who live in Spain, and who is part of 
the groups. 

“The formal link between two collectives from the same field, but one from 
the North and the other from the South are a way of establishing a constant 
interest and a strong bond.”55

 
On the other hand, it enables the feeling of belonging to an extensive youth move-
ment; hold in local issues, but with global connections. To see that there are many 
youth worldwide making efforts and cooperating to change things supposes a very 
significant experience of global citizenship. Thus, as we will see later on, one of the 
challenges for the next phase is to reinforce this international dimension through 
offering more and better opportunities for reciprocal knowledge, and the life of this 
experience of global citizenship. 

Some testimonies of teenagers from Andalusia, Galicia, and Venezuela about the inter-
cultural meeting present in teenagers Encounters: 

“They were our first contact with people from the South (referred to I Global 
Encounter in Valencia), because youth and a teacher from Venezuela who be-
long to a group with the same concerns came.” 

“The way of thinking from Venezuelans with such a vocational and religious 
feeling shocked me.”

“The knowledge of people from other cultures is valued positively. We knew a 
variety of activities that people did in other networks.” 
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“We learned about experiences of people from other countries that helped us 
to know and understand.”

“Testimonies were very important, because they brought us abstract realities. 
The testimony of Ana Paola, a Bolivian girl who lives in Valencia and comes 
from a school of Fe y Alegría, a really known organisation in Entreculturas, 
was very significantly.”

“This encounter made us think that Andalusians are not alone in it.  Although 
there were disputes between people from Cataluña, Galicia, Madrid, Murcia, 
Andalusia… we could see that the principles of solidarity are the same, and it 
doesn´t matter the culture or the way of speaking, because we are all people.”  
(Referred to the II Global Encounter)

“We take daily steps that take us further. We all walk together… With love 
from Venezuela to Galicia.”  
(Youth from Venezuela who shared some days with Galician youth after the 
I Global Encounter)

“In addition, the people who were there learned about interculturality, be-
cause we get influenced by people from Asturias, Andalusia, Murcia, Galicia, 
Valladolid, Valencia, Nicaragua, Portugal, and Venezuela…”



 8   Personal growth and life skills  

When we talk about “personal growth” we refer to the range of aspects such as: self-
esteem, emotional awareness, empathy, moral development, and social skills; which we 
have held under the title “life skills”, following the most common terminology in many 
Latin American countries to refer to these contents. 

One of the first things that we have realised is the ambiguity of this concept of personal 
growth and the need of specifying and developing educational contents included under 
the same concept. 

Many of these questions have been emerging during previous chapters. In this chapter, 
we would like to pick up those aspects that are not entirely related to some of the aspects 
developed as to they are the results of the experience of belonging to the Youth Solidarity 
Network, and of its participation considering it as a whole. 

Systematization has successfully uncovered the positive influence in self-esteem and so-
cial skills (affirmation and expression), as well as in the development of empathy, and 
sense of justice.  

 
8.1 Self-esteem and social skills 

The participation in the Network arouses a personal satisfaction feeling that strengths 
self-esteem. This has certainly much to do with the reflexion collected in previous chap-
ters about the influence in self-knowledge, in the process of construction of identity and 
in the positive reinforcements experienced by their families and their schools. 

Testimonies of teenagers from Andalusia, Region of Valencia and Galicia about how the 
participation in the network influences them in their growth: 

“You feel better, it enriches you as an individual, and it makes you flourishes.” 

“Helping people makes you feel proud of yourself; you see that you can con-
tribute with something.” 

“For me, the most important thing of the Network has been being able to meet 
new people, and knowing myself better.”

“Personally, it has helped me a lot because it strengthened me, and encoura-
ges me to believe that we can change things if we make efforts. I am reassured 
by knowing that with a few efforts, we are helping other people for changing 
their lives, for giving them a better future.”
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“For me, to start in the Network has taken a break in my life, because 
it has helped me for improving as a person, and realizing about what I 
really want.”

“I felt useful for the first time for a cause that was not mine.”

“To help makes me happy. I love going to place for helping people because I 
feel happy.” 

“I am here because I like sharing ideas, trying to change the world, and mee-
ting new people, and especially feeling fulfilled.” 

“When I participate and help, I feel really happy.”

“When I help people, I feel like I am able to do whatever I wanted.”

“When I have a good idea, I feel that I am important and that my commitment 
can make people happy.” 

“When I propose ideas, or I am really involved in them, I am collaborating.”
 
On the other hand, we have listened many testimonies about how the participation in 
the network has helped to “overcome shyness”, “open up to others”, “loose the sense 
of shame”, “talk in public”, etc. Which makes us think that the Network is contributing 
to increase self-esteem in teenagers, as well as to social skill development needed 
to relate to others, and to improve their capacity in public expression? Without doubt, 
many times they carry out activities with youth from other classes, schools, regions or 
even countries, where they have to converse, talk, present conclusions, etc. Through 
solidarity actions, they also face various situations that are new for them, and that 
they imply to go out of the comfort zone, and to develop new capacities. The fact that 
it is something voluntary, that is to say, something that responds to its own objectives 
and interest, and to overcome different problems, results in the personal satisfaction 
feeling previously mentioned. 

Testimonies of teenagers from Andalusia, Murcia and the Region of Valencia: 

“I really like it (referred to the Assembly from Antequera) because I ig-
nored embarrassment and I met a lot of people. For me, it was very im-
portant to ignore embarrassment, and to learn many things from Entre-
culturas. ”
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“It helped us to ignore embarrassment; we grew in inner strength to face di-
fference circumstances.”

“My embarrassment went way.”

“That was the first time that I talked in public, now I am more participative, 
and less shy.”

“It helped us to overcome embarrassment (the campaign of Haiti in the 
school).”

“I left to live in my own world to live with people.” 

“With regard to the capacity of proposal, I feel it since I arrived at the Net-
work, because everybody values what you say. There is no insignificant opi-
nion o suggestion; they make you feel free while expressing yourself, without 
any fear, they give you security and self-confidence, they strength you, they 
accompany you... they make believe in you.”

 
 
Some impressions of teachers from Region of Valencia and Murcia: 

“They are more expressive, they are more naturalness about expressing their 
feelings, and they established nice ties of relationships, although at different 
levels.”

“There are people who have problems while socialising with people, and in 
the Network they express more.”

“They surprised by themselves, they feel more open, more expressive.”

“They also improve in assertiveness.”

“They can talk in public thanks to the Network. They can join together other 
schools and other people with different ideas. Youth from the Network have 
“an educated vision”; they look at reality in other way. The project generates 
social skills, a feeling of a common objective; by working in group they know 
that there are more people like them. They are able to organize groups of 
people that are not from the Network.”
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8.2 Empathy 

In connection with empathy and compassion, which is often combined with it, it 
seems clear that the programme is contributing to the development of both di-
mensions. It is a key factor, in our intervention, since, as indicated several stu-
dies, it is about one of the basic emotional skills in the moral development (Ei-
senberg, N. 2000)56. For Eisemberg and other authors, the difference between 
empathy and compassion is based on the fact that empathy does not aim to the 
other, while compassion does. Empathy can be accompanied by others answers 
rather than compassion, such as discomfort and anxiety. While compassion would 
be the altruistic answer, discomfort and anxiety would be the selfish answer that 
would only lead to a pro social behaviour when they were the easiest answer to 
reduce anxiety. In this systematization, we have understood “empathy” including 
both dimensions: the emotional and cognitive capacity, with its biological basis, 
that allows us to recognize and understand alien feelings without making it our 
own; and the moral feeling of being affected by alien pain, and experiencing the 
impulse of helping them. 

Within the framework of an educational programme for global citizenship, the develo-
pment of empathy is often addressed with those people affected by the processes of 
social exclusion and poverty, often in other countries. Youth ,in their testimonies, have 
expressed as a turning point some of these experiences, as we have seen in the point 3 
concerning training and reflexion. 

One of the lessons learnt from this systematization is that, whilst this is important, it is 
not enough: we have to work more on empathy in relation with closer situations of exclu-
sion and injustice in our daily environment. This enables the development of this emotio-
nal ability, and makes the channelling of wishes of “doing something to change things” 
experienced by teenagers easier. 

Furthermore, it is not enough to work empathy in relation with situations of social 
exclusion and injustice, but to work in their relationships among them, in daily situa-
tions that arise in the group, and in the relationship with other centre agents involved. 
Otherwise, as noted by the ethics of care, there is a risk that this will become some-
thing disembodies57. 
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57 “Noddings has answered these questions through de difference between care and concern for others. The first term requires a close relationship; 
the second one is focused on others, with whom we cannot create a personal relationship. The author believes that this kind of citizen is full of dan-
gers and difficulties, thus many people can alienate from it to escape from moral responsibility with those closest. We all know complains against 
active people in groups of social assistance who are not able to establish satisfactory relationships with their closest. Noddings also is aware that 
the care with those who are more distant can lead to paternalism, and even imperialism, and we have to avoid it.” José Alberto Mesa, S.J. La ética 
del cuidado y sus implicaciones en la formación moral en la escuela, in La educación desde las éticas del cuidado y la compasión. Editorial Pontificia 
Universidad Javeriana, 2005.
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Therefore, one of our challenges in the next phase is going to be to work theoretical 
contents about empathy with teachers, as well as methodological tools to support its 
development in solidarity groups. 

Some answers of teenagers from Region of Valencia and Galicia about the question: 
How do you feel by knowing histories of people who live in a different way, are you able 
to imagine how these people feel? And, did your experience in the Network change your 
feelings to unfair situations?: 

“It is sadness.”

“You cannot imagine it, but you have some ideas, you increase your 
awareness.” 

“We can put ourselves in someone else´s place, you realise that we are really 
lucky, and in somehow, it makes you feel more motivate and to participate for 
improving.” 

“You also want to help directly, to be with other people and cultures.”

“Life sucks because its differences. I feel anger and pain for it.”

“I try to put myself in their place, and don´t know if I could be as strong 
as them.”

“I imagine that that happens to me.”

“They should have hard times, for example, a father who cannot feed their 
children should feel very powerless because he cannot do anything; a fa-
mily that don´t have a place to stay because their house was destroyed 
should feel sad, nostalgic, helpless; people must empathise with them. I 
have learnt sympathy in the solidarity group. For me government should 
help more these people, and not corner them in society because they are 
people like us.” 

“It is a hard situation, and although I don´t live that, I won´t know how 
they feel.”
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8.3 Sense of justice and moral development 

Concerning the question of if the Network had changed their feelings against injustice, 
most of the youth express that the Network has helped them to become aware of different 
realities of injustice, and of emotions generated (pity, sadness, anger, pain…), as well as 
sharing them with their mates. 

They talk about these emotions as one of the key motivations to encourage them to par-
ticipate in the Youth Solidarity Network, that is to say, to opt for a personal commitment 
with solidarity and justice, accessible to them, but that involves dedication of time, effort, 
and creativity. 

Some answers of teenagers from Region of Valencia and Galicia about the question: Did 
your experience in the Network change your feelings to unfair situations?: 

“On the one hand, it is more frustrating, it tends to make you angry.” 

“It makes you get involved while facing unfair situations.” 

“You defend the values, opinions for helping others and other people´s fe-
elings. You can compare situations.”

“Other people think that someone will do that, and now you think that you 
have to contribute and you feel bad when doing nothing, when you don´t con-
tribute.” 

“No, it has strengthened my feelings, they have become more strengthened. I 
am more confident about helping others and I know that to change things can 
be possible. Of course, I am glad to see that more people think the same and 
that they want to change the situation.” 

“I cannot stand still: I cannot sit down and feel bad for those who suffer, I 
have to move and share what I feel.” 

 
The systematization has helped us to understand how the Programme of Youth Solidarity 
Network is contributing to develop the sense of justice, as well as to indentify the aspects 
in which we should continue focusing. Solidarity actions and trainings that involve an 
approach to injustice realities should enable the development of empathy that boosts 
actively the awareness of youth about what they are feeling in face theses realities, and 
to share it with their groups. 
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Later, developing the lines of the Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm, we must encourage the 
reflexion about this experience, according to which it is needed to access the appropriate 
information to move forward in the global comprehension of this reality, of its causes and 
consequences, as well as in the relations of mutual interdependence emerged and the local 
and global context, at the same time that in its evaluation with moral standards of justice. 

“The proposals for moral education for the promotion of peace usually 
highlight the idea of promoting feelings and attitudes of solidarity and empa-
thy towards the others. The results of our investigation show the necessity of 
working the knowledge that helps to understand the causes and extension of 
human conflicts”.58

On the other hand, solidarity actions must enable to channel these wishes of contributing 
to change things, of facing to moral issues, and to the exercise of empathy in concrete 
situations, with those who are close to you and to feed backing the process.  

This process, which combines emotion, reflexion, and action, is more conciliatory than 
those that only focus on the cognitive form through moral reasoning, and it will have as 
consequences a more significant experience and, therefore, created to the youth. 

But, in order to register, it is important to know how to receive emotional answer without 
judge them. We have to accept them as powerful mobilizing tools of the person, and as 
potential seeds to the construction of habits, virtues that are incorporated in the charac-
ter when configuring personality. 

We have to understand the impulse of helping in the same way, as a human trend of these 
ages that is well worth showcasing and strengthening, and that does not exclude moral re-
flexion from justice and social transformation criteria, but, rather conversely, it helps them 
like a basis and it will sustainable the option for life styles committed to solidarity and justice. 

Some testimonies of teenagers from Andalusia who have been in the Network about their 
life choices: 

“As an instructor and future teacher, I am really involved to reach a better world.” 

“To think about being a volunteer and to take the final decision.” 

“The network has changed my life: I study pedagogy because of the influence 
of the Network in my life.” 
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58 Gil, F. G. Reyero, D. La educación moral ante las guerras y los conflictos. Teoría de la educación Nº15, 2003, pages 161-183. 



59 Op.Cit. page 46

Some testimonies of teenagers from Galicia who are in the Network about their next projects:

“I want to study something related to help people directly or indirectly”. 

“To help, I would like to be part of a NGO”. 

“I want to be a doctor without borders or to travel to help people, or to be in 
lots of NGOs”.  

“I want to be involved with this” (referring to solidarity).  
 
As regards as methods, we have observed a positive value of those who are related to 
the theatrical interpretation or artistic creation on different supports to transmit these 
messages. Probably, it is not an accident that these techniques are more powerful to put 
the affective dimension on the line, among others. 

“(…) the education of feelings and, particularly of solidarity, it is about 
enabling educational situations where intimate feelings are shared.”59  

 
Generally, spaces where we can express and share emotions are really valued, which 
contrast with the difficulty sometimes found by some of the youth during the process of 
systematization to “put into their own words”, to identify emotions and to mention them, 
so with some perceptions of teachers about the time intended for thinking and sharing 
emotional experiences. Thus, we have realized that the necessity of having the methods 
and tools needed to work these process with teachers. 

Some impressions of teenagers from Galicia, Andalusia, and Region of Valencia about 
the spaces to work emotional awareness: 

“Working dynamics enable youth to express their selves. Maybe, meetings 
with peers is their best option”. 

“There are places to express emotions and experiences, but times are very limited. 
We often have a day full of activities and there is a little time for group reflection”. 

“There are these places, but they are not enough. We are sometimes activists 
and we have time to value and to evaluate. This would give them time to inte-
ract more and in different ways”. 

“To more time in these places, they seem to ask more for it”. 
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